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Forevioni
I

THIS IS THE REPORT of the first short-term Counseling and
Guidance Training Institutes authorized by title V-13 of the National
Defense Education Act of 1958.

The act was signed into law on September 2, 1958. During the
next few months, the National Defense Counseling and Guidance
Institutes program was announced and contracts were completed
with 50 colleges arkd universities to conduct institutes4during the
summer of 1959. Much credit is due to theseinstitutions and their
participating faculty members for their Irillingness and ability to
undertake the institutes upon such short notice. These institutions
and the directors of the institutes are named in the body of the report.

We were fortunate in obtaining the services of Dr. Leona Tyler,
who prepared the report. She brought to the task a rich profes-
sional experience, established competence as an author, and a lifetime
commitment to the education of boys and girls. She had WOO to
all information relating to the program, including extensive and
detailed materials furnished by directors of the 50 institutes. She
met with the directors and interviewed many of them about. their
institutes. She even participated in an institute. While the Office
has attempted to be helpful in the large volume of detailed work
necesrzy to the report, Dr. Tyler has been free to select content end
prepare the report as she wished.

We believe this report wilt be found valuable by both professional
and lay persona It points out what was done in the inititutes,
describes those who attended them, gives pertinent information as to
faculty, and reviews other important aspects ai the program.

The .0filee expresses its appreciation to all institutions which have
indicated an interest in the. National Defense Counseling and
Guidance Institutes program.

gown D. BARBI:DWI Jr.,
Assistant Commissioner for Higher Education.

, Plasm P. Ifuramhz,
Director, Financial Aid Branch.

alum Bar.,
Chief, Counfeling and Guidance Insti*utle SecNon.
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Siert-Term Cauts04 and Maus Train' Institutes

INTRODUCTION

IN SEPTEMBEit OF 1958, the 85th Congress passed Public Law
85 -864, the 'National Defense Education Act. The step had not been
taken lightly. For months oongressional.committees had been study-
ing alternative bills. Widespread discussion had occurred in circles
where educators and the educated were represented. Many proposals .

had bean exaritined and (=pared. Congrem; realized that the pro-
visions of this law would have widespread and to Rome extent un-
predictable effects on the whole pattern of American education,

This report is an examination of the structure that was Wit upon .
title V(13) or the act during its first year. Part B authorized the
establishment of counseling and guidance training institutes at colleges
and universities for the purpose of improving the qualifications of
secondary school personnel to engage in counseling and gdidance.

We shalt look first at the principles that guided the designers in
their plans. We shall then turn our attention to the details of the
structure itself, answering such questions as Whit? Who? 'Mrs/
and How much, We shall then try to analyse the distinctive con-
tributions to counselor education that this program has mil*. We
shall grapple with the problems that were faced by the persons who
planned and conducted this first round of institutes. We shall evalu-
ate the outcomes ris well as possible and try to determine how succesil-
fully the purposes of title 1/(B) of the National Defense Education
Act have been achieved.

Public Law 85-864 expresses our shared conviction that education
is of the greatest importance in American. ife. Title V expresses our
shared conviction that guidance is of the greatest importance in edu-
cation. In the institutes program we see these donvictions given form
and substance. It is well that we study it thoughtfully and learn from
it as much as we can.

f
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PART I.-THE BROAD PICTURE



CHAPTER 1

The Need and the Challenge

E MOST COMPREHENSIVE studies of Amirican education!
Win the 1950's have focused attention on the fact that our public
school system, with all its flaws, is a unique achievement. In his re-
port of the National Citizens' Commission for the Public
Dreiman 1 puts this very well : ". . . the great glory of public wia-
tion in the United States, in the second half of the 20th century, is
that with all its critics have found to denounce, it is nevertheless a
system whose hallmarks are everlasting commitment and dedrim.44'on
to the freedoms of the society that gave it birth." We have mule
universal public education through the secondary level a going 'ow;
corn. We haim really developed schools for ail the people.

Whether one inclines toward the critical or the laudatory view, he
is not likely to quarrel with one basic proposition : Our schools must
be streigtlumed and improved. They are not stimulating the fullesi
development' of all the human resources of the Nation. Even if our
schools hact been entirely satisfactory for the society of the past (and
we all agree that they were not), they would gill not be adequate
to meet the challenges of the future. The task of improving the
public schools is one that can be wholeheartedly supported by every-
body. Authorities may differ about how this can best be accomplished,
but they agree that it Tuft be done.

It has become increasingly apparent, as educated people have
thought about the American school system, that guidance occupies a
place of crucial importance in it. We cannot regard guidance as a
frill or a luxury. This conclusion follows inescapably once we become
fully aware of the enormous range in intellectual capacity, special
talents and interests, family and community backgrounds, represented
in one of our comprehensive high schools. Because these schools are
not selective, as most of the European secondary schools are, boys with
IQ's of 85 and 165 greet one another in the halls. A girl from a one-

1DrOmaat. D. $. Mew T. ea Jotter Sokook. New York : Buyer, 1914. p. 4.
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room shack on the fringe of the city sits next to a girl from the
mansion on the hill. Students with long family traditions of scholar-
ship and culture share classrooms and laboratories with students who
see the school situation as a somewhat distasteful .prelude to ifork.
Furthermore, 'different varieties of intellectual capacity, special apti-
tudes, and attitude toward education occur in all possible combina-
tions. Henry, from a working class home, may have an IQ of 150.
Bill, from a profesSional family, may consistently score at about the
100 level. Henry may never have considered seriously the possibility
of going to college. Bill and his family may have their hearts set on
it even though other experiences may be more meaningful to him.In an attempt to cope with these individual differences, large high
schools have developed rich, diversified programs Each individual
student is confronted with the task of ellooliiftg the course offerings
most suitable for him. How good his education is depends to a large
extent on how intealigently he makes such choices. Thus the necessityfor guidance. A young person of 15 or 16 is not in a position to make
wise choices without help from someone. If professional assistance
is not available, the student will get such help elsewhere, usually fromhis parents or from his friends. While his parents may know the
student very well, they may not be familiar enough with educational
programs and requirements so that they can fully discharge the guiWir
ance responsibility. And while a student's friends may know a good
deal about the various kinds of courses a school offers, they are likelyto place far too much emphasis on irrelevant facto's, such as the
personality or grading practices of a particular teacher, and to guide
him toward what is easy or entertaining. With adequate guidance
facilities, a larp, diversified high school can provide a suitable educa-tional environment for every individual student. Without such fa-
cilities, it is chaos.

In the small high school, the situation is different but the need for
guidance is just as real. Here there is not the great diversity of
courses and activities, but the diversity of individual talents is justas great as in the large school. The brilliant girl, the boy with out-standing musical aptitude, the student with a speech handicap, mustfit as best they can into a curriculum designed for average persons.Students with special talents or disabilities----and a considerable. pro-portion of any group is "special" in one way or anothermay neverget the stimulation they need if they are to develop on their ownindividual lines. They may never learn of the many opportunitiesfor higher education and specialized careers that are open to them.
Guidance can help to meet these needs of individuals in the smallschool.
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Since World War II, Americans have become increasingly //con-
cerned about the education of those students who show an unusually
high level of academic talent. Study after study has demonstrated
that a considerable proportion of our that, intelligent citizens never
make the special contribution to society that they might have made had
they received the advanded education necessary for thelull develop-
ment of talent. Thinkipg about this problem 1:: s us again to the
conclusion that guidance) is essential. Schol ips and loans are
not enough by themselves. The reasons why brilliiint students do
not go to college or -drop out before they finish have turned out to be
many and complex; Just, by changing the curriculum or enlarging
testing programs we cannot insure that the bright student will devote
serious effort to difficult counties and make wise plans for his future.
But through counoeling, be can be helped to make decisions that
really satisfy him and to set goals toward which his best efforts can
be mobilized.

Such self-direction is the only kind of motivation that is consistent
with our democratic philosophy. We cannot single out bright stu-
dents or any other one group of citizens and compel them to shape
their lives according to a certain pattern because of the needs of
society. We insist that a person's own wishes must be considered.
While we may talk of "manpower" or "human resources" as though
they were a commodity to be utilized by society, we do not really look
upon this human commodity as we look upon our fuel, fields, and
forests. For us, the right of a person to shape his own destiny takes
precedence over the right of society to make use of his talents.

Fortunately, our long experience with the democratic. system has
demonstrated to us that there' need be no essential. conflict here. The
choice a person makes about what to do with his life, if it rests on
thoughtful consideration of all the factors involved, represents a
synthesis of his personal and social values. The full development of
his own potentialities can be deeply satisfying to the person himself
and at the same time good for society. The aim of counseling is to
help each young person make good choices and plans. That is why it
is such an essential part of our whole educational enterprise.

Leaders in the 'guidance professions and forward-looking school
Administrators have long been aware of these relationships between
guidance and the studa's total educational experience. What is new
in our time is that the facts have become apparent to those represents-
fives of the public at large who have attempted to take a useful, serious
look at educitional policy. In the widely quoted report of the panel
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on education set up lender the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, The Permitof Ewes&ince; we d these words :

The identificatkm of talent is no more than the first step. It should beonly part ot a strong guidance progrim. The word rthisisoe has a varietyof meanings; we use it hers to mean advice concerning the young person'seducational problems and the wort appropriate course or study for him.It cannot be emphasised too strongly that such guidance is essential to thesuccess of our system. As many teachers as possible should. be trained totake part in It As many high schools as possible should have specialguidance officers to supplement the teachers where greater technical knowl-edge is required.

In The American High School Today,' Conant makes the establish-ment of an adequate counseling system his first recommendation forrichodls seeking to improve their effectiveness. The amount of coun-seling service this recommendation explicitly calls for goes beyondwhit all but a very few of our high schools now have
The report of the beatings before the Senate Committee on Laborand Public Welfare on the several education bills that were beforeCongress in -1958, and discussions that led to the National DefenseEducation Act finally passed in September" of that year, show thatthe need for guidance services was clear to the framers of this legisla-tion. Guidance was not included as an incidental attachment to themain program or as an aftertho t. It was an essential buildingblock in the structure Congress w pting to set up.
Guidance services are essential but at present they are far fromadequate. Looking first at just the sheer number of counselors neces-sary ,if all high schools embarked upon reasonably good programs, wefind in enormous gap between the number now available and the 4um-ber that could be used. The U.S. Office of Education estimates thatthere are now in service the equivalent of 11,000 fulltime counselor&We would need 26,000 to approximate the ratios recommended by theStates. Only about 2,500 graduate degrees in guidance and counselingat all levels were granted in 1956.4 Enrollments in high schools areincreasing far more rapidly than the production of new counselors.But it is not only quantity that is inadequate in counseling; qualitymust also be considered. A large proportion of the persons now en-gaged in guidance work in high schools have had little or no 'pedaltraining for their counseling duties. They are simply teachers who
rim Forfeit .f lievelienve, 'devotion one the Pottery el Aiserios. Pawl Report V oftbip Special Itodies Project. Garde*. C117 : Doebledty, 110118. p. 110..I Closest* James II. re. Asierieos H4 Scheel relish No Tort : Meoraw-161,19119.

*Pres stateliest by Dr. Lowman a. Dertbiek. Hearings before the mosso Casurittoean Labor said Public Welfare, "Selene* sad aduestioa ter Watioual Detesoe," Nth CampsPd oses., leak p.
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hive been &aligned to guidance work on a part-time basis. A person
in this position, conscientious though he may be, can hardly be said
to be doing counseling at all, since this work *requires specialised
knowledge and skills that are not in the repertory of the avenge
teacher. It is true that many efforts to improve this situation are be-
ing made. Inservice training programs for teacher-counsedots have
been set up in many schools. Many individual teacher-counseiona have
sought out summer courses in fields related to colinseling. In a large
and growing number of States, special certification procedures for
coturseling positions have been brought into existence, so but only
teatimes with certain amount of basic training can be considired to
be "counselors." These measures have improved the situation to some
degree, but not enough. The problem of so-called counseling pro-
grams staffed largely or entirely by noncounselors, persists.

One particular inadequacy to be found in existing guidance pro-
grams is in the use of time set aside for counseling. The qualitative
and quantitative inadequacies we have been discussing lead directly
to such faulty distributions of time.

A teacher with no special training for counseling, allowed one or
two periods a day for this activity, may spend most of his time check-
ing attendance records and talking briefly to students who have been
absent This is,^ of course, useful work, but it does not serve the pur-
pose counseling should be servingnamely, to stimulate individual
students to -their optimum development. On the other hand, a well-
trained counselor, if he has 500 or more students under his jurisdiction,
may discover that he is spending ill of his time on problem cases--
the slow learner, the potential delinquent, the socially inept. This is
counseling, by most definitions, but like the attendance checking, it
does not meet the need we have been consideringto encourage each
student to make the best possible use of his potentialities. Wherever
caseloads are too heavy, attention is likely to be focused on those
students with serious disabilities. Someone has to be concerned about
such people, and helping them is some- consuming business. &hods
need trained comuselors, and they need their in sufficient number so
that their services can be available to all students, the gifted and the
average as well as the retarded and maladjusted.

There is am another kind of inadequacy that shows up when one
Scrutinizes the present state of guidance services in American high
schools. The geographical distribution is extremely uneven. Some
States have almost no organized guidance programs at all. A large
proportion of the trained guidance workers we now have are to be
found in a small proportion of the Stateis. Some of this unevenness
is inevitable in an educational system so completely deientralized as is
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the American system. In the last analysis, it is the local school boardswho decide whether or not they want guidance services in their highschools. u..The less they know about guidance, the more likely they areto be completely unaware that it. has any contribution to make. Atthe opposite extreme, the schools that have first-rate guidance pro-grams can demonstrate their value to the community they serve.Thus they tend to get ititieasing support, In this way strong pro-grams tend to become stronger while minimal or weak programs re-main weak or become even weaker. Because the conservation of talentis so important to the whole nation, this inequality concerns us all.This then is the situation we face with regard to guidance servicesin the schools. They are offered in too few places and are seriouslyunderstaffed. Many of the counselors have little or no training. It isthis challenge that title V of the National Defense Education Act isdesigned to meet.



CHAPTER 2,

The Guidance Provisions of the National
Defense Education Act of 1958

IT IS THE OPINION of many educators that the National Defense
Education Act of 1958 will go down in history as one of the major

landmarks in the development of American education. Its aim is to
facilitate in a number of ways the identification and development of
talented student& It provides for loans to undergraduates and fellow-ships for graduate students; for the strengthening of instmction in
science, mathematics, and foreign languages; for research in the utili-
sation of television and related media in education ; and for area voca-tional education programs, as well as for increasing the amount and
quality of guidance services in high schools.

Because of the emphasis on the development of individual talents,the guidance provisions of the act are really the critical provisions,as wasi pointed out by Dr. Homer Babbidge, Jr., Assistant Com-
missioner for Higher Education, at a conference of directors of
Counseling and Guidance Training Institutes in March, 1959. The
availability of guidance services is implied in all of the act's titles.
Thus, before a student can make use of the loans available to himunder title II, he must have decided to obtain a college education.
Such different provisions, as the strengthening of foreignlanguageprograms and the use of television in teaching, all presuppose that
students with aptitude for advanced education will have placed them-
selves in the educational situations where the improved technique are
to be used.

Title V, Guidance, Counseling, and Testing: Identification and
Encouragement of Able Students, consists of two parts: V(A) and
(13). (The full statement of the parts of the act having to do with
counseling and guidance will be found in app. A.) Title V(A)
provides (in the language of The act) "grants to State educational
agencies to assist them to establish and maintain programs of testingand counselhig." In accordance with the well-established policy that
Federal funds should be used in a manner that will stimulate and

% supplement local educational activities, the funds allocated under
55171$ 0--410-11

11
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title V ( A ) are being disbursed to States on a matching basis. Thusthe extent of the increase in guidance services in many parts of the
country is much greater than the increase Covered. by the title V ( A)budget alone. The increase in guidance activities in the States hasbeen very noticeable even during the first year of the program.It is interesting to not. that about 80 percent of the funds grantedwere used for purposes related to counseling, and only 8 percentfor testing. Guidance staff members were added to State education
departments. Conferences were held. Bulletins on implementationof guidance programs and on test interpretation were issued. Work-shops on the use of tests for the identification of talents were se. up.
Arrangements were made for supervision at the local level and foradvisory committee& Money granted to the States was passed on tolocal school systenv3 to enable than to add counselors or to increasethe amount of time devoted to counseling, and to add clerical help inorder to free counselors' time for actual counseling. Increased pub-lic awarenessof guidance., and better cooperation between local schooladministrat& and State agencies were frequent results of the firstyeses activities.

All of these progiams ware of such a nature as to make the needfor trained counselors even more acute than it had been before. TitleV( B) is the provision that the framers of the legislation worked outto help meet this need. It directed the U.S. Commissioner of Educa-tion to arrange by contracts with institutions of higher educationfor operation by them of Counseling and Guidance Training Insti-tutes, either shorteterm or regular session, for the impose of givingsecondary school counselors and iachers in secondary schools aboutto enter counseling the training they needed most. In order thatsuch training might be really intensive, provision was made for thepayment of stipends to institute enrollees so that they could devotefull time td the task of increasing their own knowledge and skill.The central purpose of the institute program is to' imprOve thequality and increase the number of secondary school counselors whocan identify and work with the acatkmically able student. Thosewho wrote this law and those to whom responsibility for carrying outits provisions was dekgated considered it to be important that thisincrease and upgrading of personnel take place in all parts of theootmtry, and as rapidly as possible. This purpose constituted a solidframework around which the details of policy were orginised.It is apparent, as one considers the act as a whole and title V as apart of it, that definite limits are set up for this particular program.In the first place, the institutes are for training secimulary school per-sonnel wkly. Counselors and research workers who have studied the
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occupational choice process place increasing emphasis on the ele-
mentary school years. The extension of guidance services into the
elementary schools is a sounid objective, but it must be realized that
funds allocated for institutes cannot be wed to further it. In thewoad place, the benefits of title V( B) are explicitly restricted to per-
sons already engaged in the practice of counseling in secondary schools
and to those teachers in such schools about to enter counseling. Every
college or university that offers a graduate program in guidance has
regular students who would be worthy recipients of financial assist-
ant*. To enable them to pursue their studies is certainly a valid aim,
but title V(B) funds cannot be used for other than institute enrollees.In the third place, this particular title, like the act u a whole, is con-
cerned primarily with the acadeetcgaZable student Some counse-
lors may not find this emphasis . Their vaJues lead them to
insist on the worth of every human being, whatever his level of ability,
and their practice in the put has often consisted largely of service to
the slow learner and the misfit. The Office of Education would oer-
tautly not disagree with the general principle that every individual is
important, but all laws do not provide assistance to all people. It. is
the student with college-level abilities that NDEA legislation is de-
signed to help.

In addition to these limitations arising from the purpose and spe-cific provisions of the law, there is a very real limitation of funds
available for the support of Counseling and Guidance Training Insti-tutes. The law specifies a maximum of $6,250,000 for fiscal 19b9, and
$7,250,000 "for each of the 3 succeeding fiscal years. The amountactually allocated for the 1959 institutes program, however, was
V1,400,000: Of this amount $2,248,819 was obligated for summer in-stitutes and $1,139,670 for regular sessim institutes. Two and a-quar-ter million dollars does not seem like a large sum when it must coverstipends for the enrollees and their dependents as well u the expensesof the training program itself. Only a limited number of Counselingand Guidance Training Institutes could be supported. Not everything to improve guidance in the high sehools could be done. Mtge, asin many other areas of human endeavor, limits need not constrict one'sview, but may actually facilitate creative thinking.

The fact that funds are limited reminds ail who administer Federalprojects of this kind that it is necesary to consider very seriously the
possible consequences of Federal participation in an educational en-terprise so completely decentgalized. Federal programs must not re-
place or compete with those that are locally supported, or the total
oducitional fabric may be Weakened rather than strengthened in theproem: Rather, it seems desirable that a special program be planned
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in such a way that all of the regular educational iindertakingtt may
benefit from the experience it brings. It is possible for a relatively
snail-scale pilot project to point the way to desirable educational
changes, but it is the State and local educational institutions that put
them into effect. The laa of the four principles set forth in The
Pursuit of &mellows puts this well

It [a pcoposal. for Federal support) 11bOald be bfaed on a recognition thatthe Oovertunent tnevitab174zereises a certain leadership function in what-ever it does., TN) effect of a Government scholarship program may p htbeyond the Immediate impact of the grants. The tact that the Govern-
ment chooses Cu' recollides high talent could have tar-reaching consequencesAn the attitudes at young people. Any Iftderal support to education StallMentors be concentrated on certain strategic MSS. Abe Federal Goverameat ehoukli see its Mina that a pacemaker rather than as confirmingtzedltio,iii Sind often outdated atittucks.

Applying this principle to the institute program, its goal might
well be to complement the efforts that colleges and universities arealready making to trsin guidance workers by trying out some ideas not
incorporatvd in ongoing program& The fact that all enrollees aresecondary school counselors, already practicing or about to practice,allows institute designees to focus their thinking on the needs of aclearly defined group arid to try out some things that would not bepossible in more diverse groups.

The emphasis on able students can also be a challenge to creativethinking about counseling. For many years the mental health pro-fetsions were concerned almost exclusively with the prevention andtreatment of mental illness. Influenced by thili attitude, counselorshave often defined their task in terms of problem behavior of variousaorta It is only recently that there has come to be a strong emphasison positive mental health. We are coming to realize dark is possibleto define mental health not as the absence of personality difficulties,but as the capacity for full productive living. The emphasis the Na-tional Defense Education Act places on the utilization of talents ratherthan on the overcoming of deficienciescan be an asset if applied wisely.It: can provide a new look at what the role of the counselor is Inwork situations there are always external pressures influencing coun-selors to help "problem" students. The institute program sets up asort of counter-pressure upon them to assist unusually talented stu-dents to make the most of their lives. The emphasis on this part ofthe °missives task id institute programs may have a pervasive influ-
ence on counseling philosophy as a whole.

In summary, title V(B) presented educational institutions where
counselors are trained with an unprecedented opportunity, a challenge

Oe. ettl.
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to crtative thinking. The short-term institutes held in the summer of
1959 were the first response to that. challenge. In spite of the newnees
of the whole program and the limited time that was available for
plinning, 50 institutes were established and conducted. Taken IA a
whole, they present a rich diversified pattern. It is this pictums with
its implications for all educational efforts in this area, that we shall
now proceed to examine.



General Information About the Institutes
Program

The Process of Contract Development
THE NATIONAL Defense Education Act, Title V(B), specifiedonly that institutes were to be arranged by contracts. It was com-pletely silent as to how these contracts should be brought into existenceand administered. It became the responsibility of the U.S. Office ofEducation to build from the bottom up the policies and proceduresupon which he structure would rest. To a considerable extent, thesuccess of the whole plI6grarn is based on the wisdom of the policies.It was decided that the whole process of developing contracts be-tween the Office of Education and the participating institutionsshould be a cooperative undertaking. This turned out to be quitedifferent. from alternative plans that might have been adopted. Itwould have been possible, for example, for the Federal agency to drawup what, it considered to be a desirable plan for the operation of in-stitutes and simply offer a contract for this particular service to anycollege or university that seemed to have the necessary facilities forcarrying it out On the other hand, it would have been possiblesimply to ask the various colleges and universities to submit proposals,and then to accept some and reject others as they stood. Either ofthem alternatives would not have accomplished the same purpose asthe procedure that was actually used.

In a very real sense the institute program represents the best think-ing of the whole counseling profession. Very soon after NDEA be-came law, 14 educators who had been doing outstanding work inguidance were invited to come to Washington fors 2-day conference.The general policies we have been considering, and specific guidelinesthat could be used to evaluate proposals began to take shape at thatmeeting. From then on, outside consultants were used again and
16
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again in an attempt to make sure that breadth of thinking went into
each important decision.

The procedure of contract development oonsisted of several steps.
As a first step, colleges filled out kregistry form indicating that they
might wish to sponsor institutes. (A copy of this form is shown in
app. B.) The second step was for each institution to submit a pro-
posal indicating what the particular goals of its institute -would beand the kind of program that would be offered. The third step
consisted of conferences and correspondence between representativesof the U.S. Office of Education and of the institution whose program
was being comidered. Major and minor changes were madeduring
this period of negotiation. The sharing of ideas and the joint efforts
to solve particular problems paid rich dividends in the improvement
of plans. The fourth and final step was to draw up a plan of opera-
tion for each inititute, which formed the basis of the actual contract,.
Typically, 5 months or more separated the first step from the lad,
and during this interval cooperative thinking led to the clarification
of proposals and made them more workable.

In some ways this promo) of contract development is like the coun-
seling process itself. Generally, the initiative was taken by the
interested institutions, although on occasion the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion would invite a particular college to submit a proposal. The final
Plan always grew out of joint thinking. Office of Education repre-
sentatives presented information, made suggestions, and clarified the
limits as to Ihat, could be done under the legal provisions of the act.
Such a procedure left room for a great deal of diversity in final plank
There were many variations in programing that would not have been
attempted had not the requirements specified by the U.S. Office of
Education been held to a minimum.

The Bask Institute Plan

As has been said, there was a great deal of variation from place toplace in institute programs. But there were some uniform features,
and it is on these that the unique values of this form of counselor
education seem to mi. The first of these distinguishing characteris-
tics was an initial analysis of needs that a particular institute wouldtry to meet, and a formulation of objectives based on these needs. The
general objective of improving counselors is too broad and inclusive
to generate workable plias for a 6- or 8week 'waif:m1. The objectivesthat constitute the most solid foundation for an institute program "are
best stated in terms of anticipated behavioral outcomes on the part of
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enrollees," to quote from the Policies and Procedures Manua11 for
participating institutions.

The second of the distinguishing characteristics was that enrollees
were persons in positions where they could make use of what they
learned. In the majority of cases they were already serving as coun-
selors, with or without training for the task. A minority were
teachers who were planning to take on counselor roles in the near
future. No other categories 'of applicants were accepted. This ledto a kind of serious motivation seldom encountered in college classes.
These people really wanted to know.

The third distinguishing characteristic, Mated to the 'second, wasthat the curriculum was planned for a particular group of students,
many of whose strengths and weaknesses were known in advance.Data about the needs, backgrounds, abilities, and interest!! of the
selected enrollees were made available to the faculty members at
institutes. The faculty was thus enabled to plan tailormade learning
experiencee. The topics selected, the level at which lectures were
pitched, the reading lists and audiovisual aids could all be fitted tothe enrollees. It is, of course, difficult to do this even when one hasthe most favorable opportunity, and the success with which it was
accomplished in the institutes was less than perfect; but there was
much more of this kind of planning than the customary teaching
situation permit&

The fourth distinguishing characteristic was that an institute ccom-
bined a number of kinds of learning experience, focusing them all on
the same objectives. Lectures by regular staff alternated with leo-
tures by experts from other places or professions. Small discussion
groups made it poesible for enrollees to take an active part in the
educative process instead of functioning only as passive listeners.
Laboratory and practictun experience alternated with course work.
Because the enrollees spent the whole working day together thinking
about 'natters related to counseling, the informal aspects of the pro-
gram, and the &slips in attitudes and ideas that arose from conver-
sation and group interaction took on far more significance than in
ordinary educational settings.

The fifth distinguishing characteristic, in some ways the most
important of all, was that the institutes provided a full-time program.
The stipends made it possible for the enrollees to give all their time
and attention to the task of enlarging their own knowledge, increas-
ing their own skill. Staff members also found that their time and
energy were centered on institute activities. This concentration of

1 The Notioosi Defeo*. Coessoelinip end Goidostee Troftdoeg lootigastoo Prowess: Ponoiessod Procedure* NDEA Titk IND): No. 1. OE 25001, September 1959.
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effort seemed to intensify the total effect .achieved. There was more
thinking through of the implications of new ideas, more rapid
acquisition of knowledge, more rapid improvement of skill&

To sum up, the distinguishing characteristics of the Counseling
and Guidance Training Institutes were all designed to produce a
focused, concentrated, intensive educational experience for each par-ticipat The aim was to make this period of a few weeks stand out
in each enrollee's life as a distinctive period with an unusual growth-
stimulating effect on his professional development. Ambitious as
this undertaking sounds, there is evidence that it was to a considerable
extent accomplished.

Some Characteristics of Institutes

Let as turn now to some of the facts that can be counted and tabu-
lated. Fifty institutes, serving a total of 2,210 enrollees, were held in
the summer of 1959. There was some variation in length, depending
primarily on summer school practices in the institutions where they
were held. Table 1 shows the distribution, with 6- or 8-week institutes
the most common.
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The institutes varied much more in size. Table 2 shows this dis-
tribution. While the median enrollment is 88, many institutes were
planned for considerably smaller numbers and 8 for very much larger
numbers. This variation in size was, of course, related to objectives.
It is easier to provide practicum experience for the improving of in-
terviewing skills if not too many trainees must be supervised. Back-
ground knowledge can more easily be transmitted to larger groups.
Some of the larger institutes did give practicum training, however,
and many worked out ingenious ways of dividing the total group into
smaller work groups for part of the day's activities. Several directors
thought that institute enrollment should not be too large for the most
effective work. But there is no consensus as yet about just what is the
optimum size for any one kind of program.

561713 0---410-4
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Institutes also differed from one another in the level at which they
were pitched. The majority were designed for counselors and teachers
with a limited amount of previous graduate work in areas related to
guidance. institutes at the advanced level, designed for teachers who
had achieved or nearly achieved a master's degree, were set up only
for those with some gap in their training that need to be filled, in
order for them to function effectively as high school counselors. For
exam*, some enrollees had taken a considerable number of guidance
omen, but had never had supervised counseling experience. The in-
gitute practicum courses were very valuable to such advanced stu-
dent& Other enrollees had missed the kind of intensive work on the
statistical aspects of mental measurement that one needs for inter-
preting test results to students and their parents. In many cases
hutitute courses filled in this gap. Other enrollees were teachers with
master's degrees in some field other than &dance. It is obvious that
a teacher who is to do counseling needs training in this area, even
though he has done advanced graduate work in history, mathematics,
or music.

Because emirs was great deal of variability in the educational
background of enrollees at most, of the institutes, regardless of their
level of experience, a breakdown of the 50 institutes according to level
would not be very meaningful. butitute programs were built around
the question : "What do these enrollees need to learn!" rather than the
question : "What level of training have these enrollees reached?"

Institutes were held in many different kinds of colleges and uni-
versities, in all regions of the United States, although not in all States.
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While State universities appear on the list more frequently than any
other type of institution, independent and, church-related schools, as
well as teachers colleges, are also included.

As the many persons who helped to plan and carry out this new pro-
gram undo' the National Defense Education Act looked back upon its
first year, they could take pride in the fact that policies had been
formulated, a general plan for an accelerated kind of counselor educa-
tion had taken shape, and 50 Counseling and Guidance Training
Institutes had actually been held.
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PART II. -FACTS AND FIGURES



CHAPTER

The Enrollees

TN PURSI I NG Fl RTH ER the analysis of the 1959 Counseling and
Guidance Training Institutes, let us look first at the information

about the 2,210 enrollees, much of which has been summarizeti in
table 3.

From this table, it is seen that, the institutes servKi primarily per-
sons from public rather than private schools. Only about a third of
the enrollees were women.' All of the adult-age grout were rep-
regvnted, but persons under b2-5 constituted a small minority. The ma-jority of the enrollet were half-time or full-time counselors withvarying amounts of experience. The others (item S in table 3) were
mainly teachers preparing to move into counseling positions.

The fact that about a third of the enrollees had already been
certified as counselors in the States from which they came might give
rise to some question about their need for further training. A partial
answer to such a question can be obtained if one looks at the certifica-
tion requirements of the various States for counselors as summarizedin Bulletin 1957, No. 22, of the U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare.' It is clear that theee are minimum requirements that in
no way guarantee counselor competence. While the State typically
requires a master's degree or 30 semester hours of graduate work,
it allows the applicant so much latitude in meeting the requirementsthat he may obtain a certificate even though he lacks some particular
training most authorities see as desirable or emential. In the lastchapter it was mentioned that deficiencies in statistical backgroundfor test interpretation and in supervised practicum are relatively
common. Many other gaps in the preparation of individual counselors
could be cited. If there had been any doubt about it at the outset, ex-

I The difference become* even more striking when one examines the reports schoolby school. la only nine of the fifty Institutes did women outnumber men. One of thesewas in New York City. The rest were In Southern States.
a Brewster, Royce E. Gatideows Workers Certiljioation Re4*ft-extents. U.S. Departmentof Health, Education, and Welfare, Bulletin 1957, No. 22.

24
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perience with the 1959 summer institutes has shown that it would be
unwise to disqualify applicants for enrollment because they are certi-
fied counselors and thus presumably already "trained." Many of them
still urgently need the kind of experiences an institute can provide.
The judgment as to who does and who does not need the training must
be made on an individual his.

ti. In general, the enrollee n ures in table 3 indicate that the 19M)
summer institutes did reach the groups for whom training had been
authorized by the lawpersons en g1 in high scliool counseling, and
teachers preparing to counsel high school youth.

Table 1.--A Steadai Smog M Data Comm* 111 Swim heft*, Links,
1 Taal number of eart)liees _ 2, 210

a. Number from public w-hools 2. 160
b. Number trvona private schools 50

sex of einrollees:
a. Number n( maleo 1. 424
b. Number a females 7/41

3 Number a enrollees in each age group below :

a, Undex
b. 25-30_
c. 31-35___
d.
e.

1.

g. Over 50_

MM.

A. Not known
t Number of enrollees who received stipends
1. Average number of dependents per enrollee rekviving stipends (to 1

decimal place) __

6. Enrollees grouped according to years of experience in counseling and
guidance activities:

a. Not more than 1 year__________ _ __

b. 1 year but not more than 2 years
C. 2 years but not more than 3 years
d. 3 years but not more than 4 years
e. 4 years but not more than 5 years
r. 5 years but not more than 10 years
V. More than 10 years

7. Number of enrollees admitted to institute on the basis of being
engaged in counseling and guidance activities:

a. Half time only
b. More than half time
c. Full time

$ Number of enrollees admitted to institute other than on the basis of
the criterion in No. 7 above

9. Number of enrollees certified as counselors at time of enrollment

es low ow. gme ons im vow ow

4t)

258

37 7

5.0
390
283
271.

28
2. 160

---
IP`

10. Number of enrollees Who earwd graduate credit upon completion
a the work of the inatitut

2.1

0(-)0

350
21k5

227
188
377
173

485
324
777

624
741

Z041
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Another question de1.1._erving of me pekial consideration is How
successfully did the institute program serve all area in the countryAs indicated above, no attempt was made to apportion institutes toStates according to population, but it was intended that all Stateswould share in the benefit& Table 4 shows the geographicval distribu-tion of the institutes.
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Tables 4 and 5 show plainly that while institutes were unequally
distributed, a few States having os many as three and others none,
the enrollees were drawn from all parts of the country. While therehad not beep time to publicize tlw program very widely in the nm-
contiguous States and territories, the were 2 enmilees from Hawaii.I from the Virgin Islands, and 40 from the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico, where I of the institutes was held. In the last column of tables4 and 5, ratio has been computed of the number of enrollees actuallyregistemi to the number who would have been selected had total
public high school enrollment in gradfts 9 through 12 been used as
an index of the amount of amnseling work to be done. It can be
seen that the number of enrollees from New England meets exactlythe national average. The Statm in the southeastern group were
also rewesented almost precisely in proportion to their share ofthe seoondary school population. The Plains States, the Rocky
Mountain States, and the Southwestern States were overrepmented.
The Mideagimen, Great Lakes, and Far Western States were under-
' aintilar (bite for private secondary whoa* wewid be highly relevant, It this law.-mats was not avallaNe.

56171 3 0-410-6
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repmsv_nted. Table 5 shows that the extent to which retAidents of th e

different. States ilartiLl Ated in the institute program was not rt1tti
to the number of ins it uttti held in the Stx The group of 14 State
in which in.mitut were not held had proportionally mare enrollw_
than did the States with two or three in.:44itutes.
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Table 6 make it possible to compare institute prticip&tion rat los
with figuree on college attendance. It might be deirnbIe for hi
participation rat to be linked with low college per since
this would suggest that eouns,elors were being trained for &MU in
which this particular counseling need is greatest, The figures in
table 6 show no asTertainable relationship. It would indeed be diffi
cult to build this relationship into the institute program in and
systematic way. Perh_aps the mog that can be done is to encour4.-re
the establishment of institutes in the States and RIVAS where the pm_
portion of college-going is low, and to publicize the program widely
in the plams, 90 that all actual and potential guidance workers will
know of its availability.

A third criterion useful in deciding when institutes should be held
some measure of the need for rotimelors in different States and

regions. We have already mentioned in chapter 1 that there is a good
deal of geographic variation. Some States seem to be better Supplied
with trained guidance workers than others. It is not possible to use
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Table B. Institute Puticipidion Rafts Capra' With Proportion d 11-21 Ate ik.41

Southeast Continued
Louisiana... _ _

Mississippi
North Carolina__..
South Carolin
Tennessee
Virginia
West Virginia_

Southwest:
Arizona_ _ _ _ _ _

New Mexico
Oklahoma__ _

Texas

Rocky Mountain:
Colorado_
Idaho
Montana _

Utah
Wyoming___ -

Far West:
California
Nevada_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Oregon _ _ _ _

Washington__ _ _ _

Noncontiguous States:
Alaska_
Hawaii_

Outlying parts:
Canal Zone

. 00Guam_

.00Puerto Rico - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ 1. 90Virgin Islands__ _ ______ 4. 00
I Figures In this column were taken from material presented on Feb. 27, 19N, to the Committee on Laborand Public Welfare, U.S. Senate. 85th ., by Dael Wolfie, Executive 0111cer, Amerken Association kyrthe Advancement of Science. Hearinp the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,"Science and Education for Net l Demise, ` 86th Cong., 2d seas., 19 8, p. 674.

110

Participa-
tion ratio

1. 21
. 38
. 76

1.50
. 76

1.09
. 72

2. 93
1. 85

. 95

. 84

3. 00
. 91

2. 70
1.53
2.60

Perotin
caller I

14

11

10

10

12

11

14

. 43
1. 00
2 15

. 93

. 00
. 29

19

13

21

17

22
24
23
30
16

23
19
21
21

At.

What cannot be done on a national scale, however, can often bedone accurately in a limited region. Thus the burden of responsi-bility for making sure that need for counselors is given its properweight must fall mainly to the institutions sending in proposals forinstitutes. Whatever evidence a college or university can collect onthis point can become an important element of the "needs" sectionas presented in its proposal. If the proposed institute seems to meetthe needs for guidance services in an area, this fact will carry con-siderable weight in the final decision on the proposal.
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It would not have been possible, within the framework of the co-
operative, several-stage procedures in making decisions, to insure that
the distribution of institutes and enrollees would be completely equi-
table during the first year of the program. It will be more possible to
work this out over the total 4-year period for which the NDEA legis-
lation provides. It is the responsibility of the persons administering
this program in the U.S. Office of Education to make good decisions
about the location of institutes, taking all relevant factors into con-
sideration. A fair geographical distribution is just one of these
factors. What the enrollment data for the first summer's Counseling
and Guidance Training Institutes do indicate clearly is that all parts
of the country were served and that there was no serious overcon-
eentration of benefits in any one area.

4

4



CHAPTER 5

Staffand Program

Faculties

THE FIRST CONSIDERATION of the actual operation of the
Counseling and Guidance Training Institutes might be the infor-mation about the faculties : the directors were persons with excellentprofessional qualifications; all held doctor's degrees, and 86 percentheld academic positions at the associate professor level or higher; 94percent were members of the American Psychological Association,the American Personnel and Guidance Association, or both.The total number of regular faculty members listed in the technicalreports of the institutes is 254, not including cons6Itants and speciallecturers. In some cases, the reports do not mike clear just what frac-tion of each person's time was devoted to institute activities. Thusour estimate of the number of full-time staff positions required for thetotal program is only approximate, somewhat more than 200. Bydividing the number of enrollees, 2,210, by this figure, an overallstudent-staff ratio of about 10 or 11 to 1 is obtained. !Ilia is a rathermeaningless index, however, as the objectives of the individual in-stitutes were so different that staff needs varied widely. One largeinstitute without a practicum, for example, handled 100 enrollees witha staff of 5 faculty members and 5 graduate students. Another in-stitute of a different type, with a very heavy emphasis on supervisedpractice, used 5 faculty members to instruct 24

The academic fields represented by the faculty members are also ofsome interest. With regard to their regular teaching appointments,by far the largest number came from college of education faculties,and the next largest from departments of psychology and educationalpsychology. Academic appointments of some faculty members werein departments specifically labeled "counseling" or "guidance," and afew whose appointments were in administration, testing, or actualcounseling work.
32
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It must be recognized, however, that the department in which a
person holds his academic appointment is not a very accurate indicator
of his professional affiliation. The administrative patterns of colleges
and universities are so different that the same background of educa-
tion and experience may in one place go with the title professor of
education; in another, professor of psychology ; and in still another,
director of counselor training. Psychologists actually played a larger
part in the institute program than suggested by their second-place
rank based on department affiliation. Of the 254 faculty members in
the institutes, 161 are members of the American Psychological As-
sociation. The kind of training most of the institutes were trying to
provide seems to fall within an area where psychology and education
overlap. Persons who possess this kind of specialized knowledge,
whether they identify themselves with psychology or with education
faculties, have the most to contribute to counselor education. As sug-
gested in a later chapter of this report, the bridging of what in some
colleges is a large gap between education and psychology departments
may be one of the significant indirect, effects of the institute program.

The consultants and special lectu'rers were drawn from a much
wider variety of backgrounds and positions. Almost all of the in-
stitutes made use of such special contributors, but there was great
diversity in the extent to which they were uswi. Some listed only 1 or
2, others more than 20 supplementary speakers.

The great majority of these auxiliary faculty members were college
professors. As with the regular staff, there were more representatives
from education than from any other school or department, but psy-
chologists, if we include educational psychologists, again made up
almost as large a group. The numbers from any one area or depart-
ment, other than education and psychology, are very small, but the
areas themselves are numerous. Sociology and anthropology, chem-
istry, agriculture, physics, mathematics, engineering, zoology, genetics,
psychiatry, finance, political science, speech, foreign language, music,
drama, and art, as well as a number of other fields of knowledge,
were represented in one institute or another. Other nonteaching
members of university staffs were also widely used for supplementary
lectures. Many of them were counselors or student personnel workers,
but deans, directors of testing programs, and dirwtors of speech and
reading clinics----to name only a fewwere among these participants.

The next mat, numerous category of the auxiliary faculty included
public school workers of many kinds. Directors of guidance serv-
ices mere often called upon, and principals and superintendents, school
psycholwiats, and directors of special programs, some of whom were
local, and some Stets oikials.
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In addition to these educational workers, representatives of can-munity services, such as clinics and counseling centers ; representativesof test publishing companies, U.S. Government officials, and leadersin educational and professional organizations were participants inmany Owes.
In summary, the picture most typical of institute staffs shows a coreof able, experienced counselor trainers devoting full or half time totheir duties, surrounded by a group of supplementary speakers repre-senting a wid5 variety of backgrounds and viewpoints.

Curriculum

What did 'the counseling and guidance training institutes attemptto teach! The first conclusion drawn from a study of the technicalreports is that schedules were much more highly organized than iscustomary in college work. Course work usually offered under threeor four different labels might be pulled together into one course be-cause of its special significance for counselors. Interspersed betweenlectures on counseling techniques or on mental tests might comeschool guidance director's explanation of practices in a part iqular cityor State system, or a social worker's talk on community referral fa-cilities. The same basic concepts would be presinted in lectures, dis-cussed in small group seminars, and applied in practicum activities.TheDschedules worked out for enrollees were often complex, but withcareful planning their*many strands were woven into an intelligiblepattern. (A few sample time schedules can be found in app. C.)This complexity makes it difficult to summarize in conventionalterms what the curricula of the institutes consisted of. By breakingdown the list of offerings into the areas under which MacMinn andRoes classify their survey data on courses offered in 152 counselortraining institutions,' it is possible to rank these areas according tothe frequency with which they appeared in the programs of the 50institutes. Table 7 shows these ran along with those that MacMinnand Ross found for regular counselor training programs. (While thediscussions in the technical reports do not always tell just how muchtime-or emphasis a given area received, they do show whether or notit was given some special consideration in the planning of the totalprogram )
It is evident that there is a fairly high relationship for both thehigh- and the low-ranking areas. "Counseling" and "Analysis of
MaeMinu, Paul, and Rosa, Roland G. Status of Preparation Programa for &Mamaand Student Personnel Workers. Bulletin, 1959, No. 7. U.S. Dept. of Health, Bducation,and Welfare. U.8. Govt. Printing Odle', 1959.

ir
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the Individual" occupy the top two places in each list. "Placement"and "Followup and Evaluation" rank low in each. The two areas
where large differences in rank occur are "Methods of Research"
and "Practicum."

Tale 1.Aness al Prows*, Mink Wier 1K Mb-bris Programs In 152 Cautaist Tram lastibtims
(Matins mi but Op. p. and le INMAN

Ares of prPerutin

Reek order
(cousetkor
franks. Peak mkt

Matitutiosi) (isititites)
Counseling

1 2Analysis of the Individual 2 1Educational and Occupational Information 1 3. 5 4Philosophy and Principles 13.5 5. 5Organisation and Administration
Methods of Research
Psychological Foundations
Practicum
Group Procedures
Sociological Foundations
Placement
Followup and Evaluation
Economic Foundation

I An error in the table trwn whkth these ranks were takes has been corrected here.

5 7
6 10
7 5. 5
8 3
9

10,, 9
11e 11. 5
12 13
13 11. 5

The difference in rank for "Rwearch" is probably less significant
than it, appears at first glance. It is true that very few institutes of-
fered special courses in research methods, but they did bring research
methods, concepts, and findings into other courses. There was a good
deal of emphasis on statistics in the testing courses classified under
"Anaylsis of the Individual." Many of the directors were strongly
research oriented and many of the enrolled; participated enthusi-

ically in research projects growing out of the institute experience
itself, such as evaluation and followuvstudies.
The reports show "Practicum" to be not only one of the three most

frequent offerings, but also likely to occupy a central place in institute
plans. In a good part of the 83 institutes where practicum was of-
fered, it tended to be the focus around which the rest of the work
was organized. The high rank accorded to practicum in institute
programs is one the features to be discussed in more detail in the
next chapter.

The kinds of course ranking below 4 in table 7 were infrequently
offered. Only 10 of the 50 institutes offered courses in either "Psy-
chological Foundations" or "Philosophy and Principles." Still fewer
offered any of the others. None had a designated course in the
"Followup" area, though many enrollees helped to plan followup

551713 0-40-----41
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projects Because of the way in which programs were organizedand the extensive use made of special lecturers, films, field trips, andthe like, it is safe to assume that at least a limited amount of material
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from the special areas did actually find its way into institute pro-grams.
There is one special area not appearing among the MacMinn andRoss categories that received considerable elnphasis in ingitutes be-cause of the expressed purpose of the National Defense Education Act.In one way or another, most inflitutes arranged to devote some specialattention to high-ability students. In a number of cases, specialcourses were developed for this purpose. In other instances, study oftalented students was part of other courses. Several institutes em-phasized this aspect of a counselor's work in their practicum activities,selecting high school clients of high academic ability. Probably allenrollees gained some awareness of the part counseling may play inthe lives of able studwta.

Classification in terms of categories like those shown in table 7\tleegnot reveal interesting differences between courses given the sameIn one instance a course on "Educational and Vocational Informa-tion" may consist only of detailed factual information. about the"Dictionary of Occupational Titles," the sources of pamphlet aboutvocations, and the ways in which filing systems for occupationalmaterials are set up. In another, a course with the same title mayfocus on the vocational choice process and the influence of many psy-chological and sociological factors on it. A course labeled "MentalMeasurement" may consist in one place of lectures on statistics as itapplies to the construction of tests; in another, of practice in synthesizing test information from individual students' cumulative rec-ords into meaningful patterns. In general, within any one of theareas considered important for counselor preparation, some institutespresented factual, systematic information, others challenging prof)lems and practice in solving them. The possibility of carrying outthe latter plan within the institute framework was recognized bymany of the faculty members.

Graduate Credit

The policy of the Office of Education was to leave the matter ofgranting credit for institute work strictly to the sponsoring institu-tions. It is interesting to note that all 50 of these institutions didgrant graduate credit for completion of the institute programs. The.,amount of credit and the requirements varying in accordance with
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regular summer school radices in the institutions in question. Allbut a very =all number of the enrollees received graduate credit.There was some difficulty in fitting the program that has been de-scribed into the framework of course titles and course numbers with
which registrars work, but in each college or university this waswor out to the satisfaction of administrative authorities. But it
wi 1.4e* ost certainly be found that when institute enrollees presentth v for further graduate work, some of the knowledge andskills they bring will be different from the work ordinarily repre-senttd by the course titles on their transcripts. advisers andinstructors may wifii to inquire about the actual content of the in-stitute courses for which gandard course titles were used. It islikely that enrollees will differ from the average graduate student insome areas of preparation.

es



CHAPTER 6

Costs

THE TOTAL EXPENDITURES for the 1959 short-tertn Coun-
seling and Guidance Training Institutes were $2,157,076. Because

this was a contract program, all costs incurred by the training institu-
tions providing the instruction are included in this figure. Since title
V (B) specified that stipends should be mid to enrollees and their de-
pendents, these costs too are included in the total costs.

Figure 1 shows the proportion of costs for each purpose. Almost
72 percent of the expenditures were for stipends, $1,087,236, or 50.4
percent for enrollees themselves; $459,680, or 21.3 percent for their
dependents. In selecting enrollees, no limit was placed on the number
of dependents for whom allowances would be mid. The average num-
ber of dependents for the 2,160 enrollees who received stipends was
2.1. It is to be noted that stipend totals include all payments made to
enrollees. There was no allowance for travel or for any other expenses
they may have incurred.

11* $515,424 labeled "Direct Costs" in figure 1 covers the salaries
of institute directors and faculty members; travel allowances for
faculty; fees and deposits required by the training institution; sup-

materials and equipment. The $94,736 item labeled "Indirect
Coots" covers the part of the general operating expense that institu-t' were entitled to charge to this particular account. Such costs
were allocated in accordance with standard cost accounting proce-
dures. It can be seen from figure 1 that the amount paid to the
training institutions to cover direct. and indirect costs constituted
slightly over 23 percent of the total expenditures for the institute
program.

The financial reports from the 50 separate institutions show that
there was considerable variation in costs from place to place. There
would be little to be gained by a detailed analysis of these variations,
however, since they are based on many factors. The most important
of time factors is the type of institute that was conducted. It has
already been noted that it is not possible to classify the institutes into
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course might cost more to offer at one institute than another. Thusno overall norm or standarki for the costs of instruction can be set up.The quetAion "How much is your pmgram going to cost?" wasnot the firtA or most brie consideration used in evaluating proposalsfor inftitutes. As has bew strewied in earlier sections, the emphasiswas on needs of an area, and a plan thrmagh whic_h such needs couldbe met.
There was no attempt to secure instruction at bargain rates. Thereprtvientatives of the Office of Educationn who examinfti the prtvt-xlvkibudgets expected that salaries and other mete would be set at thettandard rate for the sponsoring institution. If son*. scaling downof expenses was necesmry, it was actwnplitthed by reducing the silkof a proposed program rather than by changing its nature.No research funds were budgsed for the Ci.inseling and GuidanceInstitutes program, since the law made no provision for researchunder this title. Stipends to enrollees and direct and indirect costsof instruction were the only things for which institute fuiids couldbe spent..
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CHAPTER 7

Area Needs and Institute Objectives

WITH THE BASIC 'FACTS about the Counseling and Quid-an et Training Institutes in mind, a more complete descriptiveaccount of-their work may now be considered. Each of the 'chapters ofthis section includes first, features that characterized all or most ofthe separate programs, and then, discussion of some constructive ideasthat were tried in one or only a few institute&
As previously indicated, an institution initiated its planning for aninstitute with a consideration of the special needs of the area it wouldserve. While not all institute directors make clear in their rei)ortshow they went about this task of determining needs, many of them dogive information and suggestions that will be helpful to others.As one of the most common procedures, the institute director set upan advisory committee to share in the planning. The membership ofsuch committees varied, but usually the State guidance director andsome representative of school administrators in the area were included,along with persons from the training institution itself. Anothercommonly reported technique was for the institute director to inter-view guidance directors and school administrators in order to find outwhat they considered the needs of the area to be. Questionnaires andletters were used, and in at least one instance, a questionnaire was sentto all school counselors in the State, asking them what they would sug-gest as the objectives for an institute. In several instances, invita-tional conferences were held for the purpose of discussing guidanceneeds. In some situations it was possible to make use of a survey thathad previously been made by some educational organization or agency.The more one considers this problem of discovering what the guid-ance needs of an area are, the more complex..it becomes. Who is in thebest position to assess such needs ? School administrators are im-portant beciuse they get. guidance activities into the school scheduleand hire the guidance personnel, but they often do not agree with oneanother or with kuidance workers as to just what guidance is. Coun-selors themselves, if they are relatively untrained, are very likely to be
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unaware of their own deficiencies. Guidance directors are perhaps the
best sources of information, but in areas where counseling services are
underdeveloped, there may be few if any guidance directors to consult.
Probably the best procedure is to use a combination of several SOtures
of information. After that, those who are formulating proposals for
institutes must be responsible for the final decisions as to what needs
they propose to meet.

It seems desirable that institute directors work very clmvly with
representatives of the State departments of education who are plan-
ning the uses to be made of money they obtain under title V(A) of
the NDEA. The expansion of guidance programs in specified direc-
t ions creates needs for certain kinds of personnel. The special needs
can often be met in part by institute training. A few reports indicate
that such cooperative planning occurred in 1959. With more time
available for planning in subsequent years, this kind of cooperation
should become more common.

The value of delineating as precisely as poasible the needs of a
specified area inevitably comes into conflict with the value of obtain-.
ink stimulating differences of viewpoint by drawing enrollees from
various geographic areas. The bmt passible job of basing objectives
onfneeds that. are well understood can only be done if all enrollees
are drawn from the area the institute has been planned to serve. A
few places followed this plan and accepted only applicants from the
State in which the institute was held. (One limited the area much
more sharply than this, and selected from only one county.) A
more common procedure involved. some sort of compromise, such as
giving preference to midents of the State, but accepting outside
applicants if they ranked high on other selection criteria. Wisely, it
would appear, the Office of Education left this decision to the training
institutions.

What, kinds of otljectives are stated in the reports of the 19M) sum-
mer Counseling and Guidance Training Institutiks1 They can be
roughly classified as follows:

Competencies Related to the "Identification" Purpose of Title V:
Meeting,- administering, scoring, and interpreting results of pnychologiral

and educa tiona 1 tests.

Understanding the role of testingorganizing and appraising a school testing
program. Comprehension of the nature of individual intelligence, aptitudes.
talentsthe theory of testing analyzing test profiles.

Nontesting appraisal procedures in guidance.
The use of cumulative records and the synthesis of data from a variety of

itetlreett.
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Competencies Related to the "Encouragement" Purpose of Title :
Developing counseling skills.
Using counseling skills to overcome special problems of the academically tal-ented, such as emotional blocks leading to under-achievement.
I n4erstanding the psychological factors involved in level of aspiration.
Educational planning.
IntegAting test data in the counseling process.
Handling special kinds of local counseling problems.

Competencies in the tae of Educational and ;vocational Information:
Information about distribution and utilization of talents.
Information about admission to college.
Financial aid information ( college costs, scholarships, and student loans) .Use of group guidance techniques in information services.

Other Competencies Related to OuidanPe of Able Youth:
The process of program expansion--cooperating with classroom teachers, par-ents, and civic organizations : utilizing community resourees ; the counselor'sleadership role in inservice training for teachers.
Using group test data for adaptations in teachingrole of testing in curricu-lum planning for able students and in academic organization for teaching thegifted.
Relating relevant research findings to the work of the school counselor inthe guidance of able youth.
Evaluating counseling.
Developing a workable philosophy of guidance.
Understanding the psychosocial dynamics of human waste.
Understanding the influence of social class and cultural handicaps uponmotivation.

41,

This listing, by no means complete, will perhaps give the cedersome idea of the great variety of institute objectives. Although theyare worthy aims, many of them are pitched at too high a level ofabstraction to serve as useful guides in the planning of programs.It is important that the individuals and committees who formulateinstitute proposals try to state their objectives in terms of behavioralchanges in enrollees as a result. of their training. The formulationof reasonable objectives in concrete behavioral terms is an extremelydifficult task. But it is not unrealistic to expect that it can be donemore clearly in each successive year, as faculty members in instituteslearn from enrollees what the day-to-day activities of high schoolcounselors ye like.



CHAPTER 8

Selection and Assessment of Enrollees

THE SECOND MAIN feature of the Counseling and Guidance
Institute programs to be examined in some detail is the way in

which information about individual applicants and enrollees was
obtained and used. It was necessary to have at least a minimum of
background information about each applicant to determine whether
or not he qualified for training under the provisions of the law.
Title V(B), section 511, specifies that institutes are "for the pro-
vision of training to improve the qualifications of personnel engaged
in counseling and guidance of students in secondary schools, or
teachers in such schools preparing to engage in such counseling and
guidance." In order to make more explicit the decision as to who
could be included in one or the other of these categories, the Office
of Education set up the following criteria : '

To meet the condition "engaged in counseling and guleance in a secondary
schtx)I" it is necessary that the person be an employee of a secondary school
who is devoting not less than half-time to counseling and guidance. To meet
the condition "preparing to engage in counseling and guidance," the person must
he a regularly employed teacher in a secondary school who has successfully
completed some graduate level preparation for counseling and guidance, and
who can furnish additional evidence of intention to do counseling and guidance
in a secondary school.

Based upon the above policy, criteria of, eligibility of enrollees
were developed by the institution with the advice of the Office of
Education. Institutions were encouraged to work out their own
methods for assembling a group of students most likely to benefit
from the particular training to be offered. The majority of the
institutes went about this business of selection by first of all arranging
for as widespread publicity as passible, so that many qualified per-
sons would apply. They used newspaper stories, announcements in
organization newsletters, and letters to various personsschool
superintendents, high school principals, guidance directors, and

1 The National Defense Counseling and Guidance Training Institutes Program. BasicYeas. OE- 25002. U.S. Department of Health, Education. and Welfare, 1959. pp. 2 and 3.
45
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counselors. In each case, a brochure or printed announcement was
prepared and sent to all inquirers. Those who indicated that they
were eligible and interested received application blanks.

An alternative method, used alone in a few instances and in com-
bination with the "general publicity" plan in others, was to ask
school administrators to nominate persons in their schools and request
them to apply. In places where the needs and objectives focused
sharply on the upgrading of one particular area, it was an advantage
to invite particular key persons to participate rather than to leave
the matter to individual choice. If there was any fear that persons
so nominated would show less enthusiasm or lower morale than those
who volunteered, the reports' do not indicate that the fear was
justified.

Where the basic procedure was publicity leading to applications, a
real selection problem faced the institute director. The number of
applications was often many times greater than the number an insti-
tute could accommodate. The list of applicants had to be drastically
cut. Most commonly a selection committee took over this job. They
eliminated some persons as ineligible under the law as it had been
interpreted, ruling out those who had not been doing at least some
counseling, who were not to be assigned to counseling duties for at
least half time the following year, or who had taken no previous
guidance courses. In many instances applicants were asked to fur-
nish statements from their school administrators indicating that they
had in fact been assigned to at least half-time counseling. Admin-
isrators themselves were ineligible under the law, but the decision as
to the eligibility of a vice principal or dean of boys was based on
his duties rather than upon his title.

The extra procedures that were used to select from among those
who remained after the technical ground rules hstd been applied make
up a rich and varied picture. In practically an institutes, evidence
of the applicant's capacity for graduate work was obtained, and in
many an attempt was made to obtain some evidence with regard to
the person's motivation in applying. It was feared that for some
applicants the appeal of the institute might lie more in the stipend
than in the opportunity for training.

In many instances there was also an effort, to assess personality
characteristics. The importance of personality factors in counseling
success has been generally recognized, but it has proved to be very
difficult, here'or elsewhere, to accurately determine just what they
are. Different personality tests were used by some selection commit-
tees. In other caws, personal interviews were arranged for those
who had come through the preliminary screening.
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Various inycholoiCal tests were used, both as selection devices and
as a means of obtaining additional information about enrollees after
they had been selected. No one test was used with shy great fre-
quency, but the composite list for all 50 institutes is fairly extensive.
For judging ability to do graduate work the Miller Analogies Test,
the Graduate Record Examination, and the Concept Mastery Test
were most frequently used. For evaluating personality characteris-
tics, the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory was thi) most
frequent choice. In some places, the Strong or the Kuder was used
to get itiformation about the interests of applicants or enrollees.
Where attitudes and values were assessed, there was some use of the
Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of Values, the Minnesota Teacher
Attitude Inventory, and occasionally of standardized case materials,
such aa The Case of Mickey Murphy or The Case of Barry Blake.
Achievement tests, constructed by faculty members to measure knowl-
edge of principles and concepts in subject matter fields, were used
in a number of places.

A number of nontest methods were also used in these preliminary
assessment& In one institute, each enrollee selected was asked to send
in tape recordings of interviews with his secondary school students so
that the staff could plan his practicum experience wisely. In another,
each enrollee was required to interview a client who, unknown to him,
was playing a certain standardized role. Each counselor's reactions
to this standard situation could be accurately rated. In still another
institute an autobiography was obtained from each enrollee to give the
staff some understanding of his background. In various other places
such methods were tried as Q-sorts, sentence completion tests, situa-
tional tests (What would you do in this situation I), or questionnaires
designed to reveal the respondent's conception of counseling.

The postaelection assessment procedures served two purposes. The
first was-to give the faculty a better picture of the students in their
classes. The second was to facilitate research. In many places a
before-and-after design was worked out, so that the effects of institute
experience could be appraised. Some of these research designs in-
clude plans for followup at periodic intervals. Such studies will
eventually provide information about long range as well as immediate
effects. (As explained earlier, title V (B) does not provide support
for research undertakings, but some training institutions are able to
arrange for them.)

It must be remembered that the foregoing account is a composite
picture of activities in many places. Furthermore, future study and
research will be necessary to judge which of these many assessment
devices were most valuable for selection and for facilitating good
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teaching. The institute reports on assessment procedures furnish us
with a reservoir of ideas for those who wish to relate anent de-
vices to any aspect of counselor training. They may also constitute

forecast of the kipd of knowledge we may expect to have about
characteristic!' important for counseling success in the not-too-distant
future, if all the research plans materialise.

4.



CHAPTER 9

Thee Instructional Program

WHEN ONE TURNS his attention to the instructional programs
that were offered in the 50 institutes, again the picture is one of

rich diversity. No two of them were organized in precisely the same
way. No two offered precisely the same courses and supplementary
experiences. There were, however, certain features that characterized
all, and °them that were common enough to be considered dominant
trends.

The first feature, common to all, was that institutes combined
didactic instruction with smell group interaction. This is the aspect
of the institute program that differentiates it most sharply from the
typical cowl* a student takes in college. The enrollee did not just
isten. responded, reacted, participated.

The groups were of many different kinds, but they can be roughly
classified under three headings. The first is the confetti-oriented
group, with an assigned instructor or leader. Its purpose is mainly
to provi r the kind of discussion through which important ideas
can be red and assimilated, to clear up errors and misconceptions,
to dea th questions not anticipated by lecturers and textbook
writers, and to provide for continuity in the total program. The
principal obstacle to building such groups into an institute program
is the difficulty of securing enough competent, leaders. Not all quali-
fied faculty members make good group leaders, and if some of the
small groups are more rewarding to members than others are, dis-
content in the lees successful groups is likely to appear.

The second kind of small group is the Reif-orityited group. Its
purpose is to promote self-appraisal and an understanding of inter-
personal relationships. Such groups furnish support. for members
who are undergoing difficult attitude changes. The problem that
arises in the use of this kind of group in an institute program is that
the time is too short to permit the complete working through of this
essentially therapeutic process. Thus there is always the possibility
that more anxiety may be mobilized in some group member than can

49
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be dealt with in this limited situation. Nevertheless, many of the
institute directors considered this an extremely important kind of
enrollee experience and felt that it should be provided if at all pce-
sible. Good leaders are essential here also.

The third type of group is task-orietded. Such groups may listen
to recorded interviews, prepare group reports, or analyze evaluation
material. Special committees fall in this category. Leadership is
less of a problem here, as these groups are student-directed. They en-
able their members to biome acquainted and to learn from one
another. Groups of this kind usually emerged in institutes, whether
or not they had been provided for in the plans.

11140abar tor mesa.* sad latagratiss et hispe sad sitiperiesses dktrihNg the seaurer.

Group activity was a feature of institute experience about which
both staff and enrollees were almost unanimously enthusiastic. It
would seem desirable that it be made a permanent feature of institute
structure, and that provision for leaders of the kinds of groups an
institute decides to use be carefully made.

A second common feature of all programs was emphasis on the
interdisciplinary approach to counselor education. Most counselo-
trainers would agree that breadth of view is essential, and that, along
with education, such fields as psychology, sociology, anthropology,
and psychiatry should be explored.

4.
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When it comes to specific plans and programs for institutes there
is much less agreement as to what should be done. While all insti-
tutes made use of consultants and lecturers from various subject mat-
ter and professional areas, some placed much more emphasis upon
the contributions of these representatives of the various disciplines.

We can consider separately the utilization of the special lecturers
called in for a day or two to make one particular contribution, and
those having to do with the full-time staff. Opinions varied widely
as to how useful the special lectures were. In some places, their value
was ranked high by both enrollees and staff members. In others, this
feature was considered the weakest part of the program. The dif-
ference seems to depend on how well the special contributions are
coordinated with the total program. In discussing this matter at the
conclusion of the 1959 summer institutes, directors made various sug-

lons for accomplishing this integration of each party with the
whole. At the time a lecturer is invited to participate, the oontribu-
tion he is expected to make can be clearly specified. He can be given
an outline of the whole course to provide him with the context in
which his contribution will appear. Special lecturers should be
chosen for the ideas and viewpoints they have to contribute and not
just because they are considered to be "big names." It is helpful to
have regular staff members attend all such special sessions, so that
they can integrate the ideas presented with the main body of the
course. Group discussions of the content-oriented variety, following
soon after presentations by experts, assist enrollees in fitting the
material into an intelligible pattern. Few if any of the institute
directors would recommend giving up special lectures by represen-
tatives of different disciplines and professions, but most of them
would recommend more attention to problems of integration than
they received in the initial institutes.

As indicated in the previous chapter, the regular faculty mem-
bers most in demand are those whose fields of specialization are in
the area where education and psychology overlap. The psychology
of development, individual differences, motivation, learning, and per-
sonality can be regarded as the "basic science" of the counseling pro-
fession. Thorough knowledge of testa and measurenkmts, and
competence in interviewing, along with a knot . ledge of how such
competence can be acquired, are also most likely to be found in this
area that is intermediate between psychology and education.

If this general idea is accepted, it. can be a useful guideline in
recruiting flatuse institute staffs. As the number of institutes in-
creases and the regular counselor education programs grow, it may
be increasingly difficult to obtain staff. Even during this first year

4
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of the program there was some competition for staff members whohad made reputations for themselves in the special field of counseloreducation. In subsequent years, it is clear that there will not beenough of such people to go around. Those who plan institutes willneed to turn their attention to less well-known faculty memberswho special competence lies in sane part. of the area referred toabove. The fact that such persons can be drawn from either educa-tion or psychology faculties and sometimes frmn other sources as well,widens the rouge of possibilities that can be considered.the participation of psychologists in what is primarily an educationprogram will be to the advantage of both education and psychology.The institute program may constitute a bridge that will connect edu-cation and psychology departments and lead to more traffic in bothdirections than there has been in remit years.
A third less prominent feature of the majority of institutes wasold tripe to edutational institutions, counseling agencies, industries,and various other places of interest. Generally speikking,rated the value of this type of experience somewhat lower than oths.parts of the institute program, though there were notable exceptions,such u individual excursions which were considered to be among thehigh pthnts of the samnwr.
A fourth feature of some institutes, not as common u those pre-viously discussed, was a requirement that each enrollee work out aplan or project for his own particular school situation and write aper about it.. In many cues, opportunities to discuss these projectsin individual interviews with staff members were provided.
Let us turn now to a particularly prominent part of the programoffered by 88 of the institutes, a practicum in which enrollees coun-seled high school students under supervision. Although laboratoryexperiences, such as taking and giving tests, playing roles in inter-views, and observing interviews by staff members, were included inpractically all the institute programs, only those programs offeringactual counseling experience are considered here aa offering practicum.What was a good practicum program like? First, certain kindsof physical facilities were needed. The first essential was that therebe a sufficient number of individual counseling offices so that en-rollees would have places to meet their high school clients. Anotheresstial or almost-essential, was tape recorders. All institutes thatoffered practicum used this equipment so that enrollees could playback their interviews with clients as many times as they liked.Typically enrollees were apprehensive about this at the beginningbut became more and more convinced of the value of the experienceas they continued. In addition to this equipment to make auditory
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observation possible, 13 of the institutes offering practicum used
one-way vision facilities The enrollee's supervisor and some of his
fellow students could sit on the dark side of a one-way vision screen
or mirror and look on as well as listen.

_

s

Oissnatise al ea interrie it a asompay ,w_ rem.

High school clients were most commonly obtained by preparing
ahead of time an announcement about the availability of the counsel-
ing service and circulating it through high schools in the city where
the institute was to be held. Often parents were invited to partici-
pate in the counseling experience. In circumstances where this pro-
cedure for obtaining counselees was not fusible, high school students
enrolled in special summer programs at the college were sometimes
drawn in. Many institutes made a special attempt. to secure gifted
students for the practicum program so that counseling directed to-
ward the utilization of talent could be specifically emphasized.

The operation of a practicum center made it possible for an in-
stitute to involve the enrollee in several different kinds of learning
experience. He could observe interviews conducted by others, and
learn from both their successes and their mistakes. He could play
back his own tape-recorded interview as many times as he liked and
thus have an opportunity to comprehend the full complexity of
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what had occurred. He could discuss a tape-recorded interview with
his supervisor and bentilit from the comments A more experienced per-
son had to make. And he could present a ca.% in all its vivid mlity
for discuwion by the small group to whicil he belongreA.

Dieesesion with a capwriser el a tape-reeordod Interview.

Enrollees and staff members in institutes that included practicum
experience in their programs tended to think of this it8 by far the
most significant part of their summer experience. It was the vehicle
through which old attitudes were shaken up and eventually modified.
It-was the core around which new ideas were organized. It was a
source of self-knowledge and eventually of self-confidence. Again
and again, committees considering counselor education have em-
phasized the importance of practicum, but the fact remains that a
considerable proportion of high school counselors have never experi-
enced it. One of the major services of the Counseling and Guidance
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Institutes program was to bring this experience to persons whose pre-
vious training institutions had not been able to provide it.

There were, of course, problems and difficulties with regard to this
activity. Those who planned institute programs often found a prac-
ticum to be far more time consuming for both enrollees and gaff than
they had anticipated. Thus enrollees found it increasingly difficult
to keep up both their faudying and their casework, while staff members
found helves putting in a fir larger number of hours each weel
than a teaching position usually requires. The participation in actual
decisions influencing the pattern of individual lives places on enrollees
and supervisms a burden of responsibility that cannot be carried
lightly. Furthermore, there are practical problems in obtaining
enough high school students to serve as clients, and working out
schedules for tilw use of (Acts and equipment

One question dimmed at smut Wigth by institute directors at their
fall meeting following the institutes was whether or not a practicum
of thii kind could really be recoannwnt6d for enrollees who were not
at the advanced level. They were inclined to think that about 30 se-
meter hours of a graduate program in guidance ought to precede
such expwience. They suggested that practice in testing and in
guidance services other than counseling might be more appropriate
for students with lower levels of training. (Some would label this
kind of activity "pre-practicum" or "laboratory" to distinguish it
from the more demanding experience.)

The issue has hot been completely resolved, however. Even if we
were sure that, ideally, only well-trained persons should be allowed
to mum the kind of responsibility that actual counseling involves,
the fact remains that total-en-couselors with little or no special
preparation are in fact carrying on the activitim and taking on these
responsibilities in hundreds of high schools. It can thus be argued
that, regardless of how poorly prepared these teachers are, they can
benefit from supervised practice in the kinds of duties their jobs re-
quire. Several of the 1959 institutes did conduct praeticum for mini-
mally trained enrollees and reported good mulls.

As in all such areas where complete agreernolt does not exfst about
what is desirable policy for counselor training, the flexible, non-
permanent character of the institute program is one of its advantages.
A training institution can include, in its proposal, plans for any kind
of practictutt activity that makes sense in relation to the needs and
objectives (*Alined. Evemtually evidence may accumulate that will
supp9rt, one practice over another. At present it can be said with
somi assurance that practicum experience constitutes a powerful tool
for livdifying the attitudes and practices of counselors. It is proia-
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bly a tool that has hem insufficiently used in the past. Like a I tharp
tools, it. involves certain hazards. And like an training in skills, it
requires a large investnwnt of time on the art of both teachers and

Donsmastratios of hoilividhasi twang.

To describe for summary purposes a ecenpmite cmle m
say that it was directed toward several objectives, that it offered abaci
three graduate-level guidance courses and combined them with labora-
tory and practicum activities, special lectures by experts in panicular
fields, and one or more kinds of small group experimee. There were
a few institutes that departed rather widely from this moo common
pattern. A few were focused specifically on the use of tests, and
included much more statistical content than was customary. One was
designed specifically for improving the interview skills of experienced
counselors. Several centered their course offerings cm the gifte41
student. In one such instance, the enrollees were from high schools
where a lrge-scale cooperative itudy of the academically talented
student is going on. In another, the whole program was organized
around the problem of identifying, and developing individual talents
in underprivileged group. A few concentrated on beginning coun-
selors or teachers with no previous counseling experience.

There were certain program features that might be of interee to
oounselor educators gmerally, even though they were used in only one
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or two institutes.. One slyli practice was to arrange for high tVhool
students themselves to appear before the group and present a panel
itscuitv_n. It appear-tkid to be of reel value to obtain the_se firsthand
tudmit views about eAlucatim generally, and cAlegegoing and coun

vIing in outictilar. Another practice mentimed in a few reptIrts
w& to make a vallab le soli* sort of (Nounseling eiper-pentv for the en-
Rdleeis thearivis in one ingitute, enrollees discwv4t-NI their own
3h1itit attitudi interests, and plans with regular oounwlors of the
C011t counselin_g bureeu. In oher platINes it was tont-Neni about en-
m11e Zitudeb that led the staff to male personal counsieling RVA118-
1 1e, There this was dtime, the diro-rs were inclined to recommend
that Frome group therapy be ineorporateki in the design of the inst it ute_.

tt it utie. are all-imporiant in counseling, and the institute experience,
i-watise it is so intense, is liKely to tUir up feelingT4 that an enrollee may
find difficult to ove with alone,

labserilAry ouseriserie is maim eseripsdatleas a awe*

One of the interetting developments reported by most of the di-
rectors was that unplanned extracurricular activities that reinforced
the learning process spontaneously occurred. There was a lively
informal variety of social interaction. Enrollees spent, the entire day
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together. In many places, most of them lived in a college dormitory,
so that their evenings were also spent in one another's company. In
this climate friendships matured rapidly. Firm bonds were forged
even in the short period of the institute's duration. For many partici-
pants this was an important outcome, perhaps the most satisfying one
of all.



CHAPTER 10

Appraisal of Institute Effects

ONE HEALTHY FEATURE of the 1959 summer Counseling
and Guidance Training Institutes was their concern about self-

appraisal. In every case there was a planned effort to find out how
successfully objectives were being achieved. Arrangements were
made for continuous week-by-week evaluation of the ongoing pro-
gram and for final evaluation at the conclusion of the session. Ap-
praisals were made by staff, by enrollees, and sometimes by outside
experts invited in to look the program over. The data colleted
included 'reactions to the total program, to separate aspects of it,
such as planning and organization, physical facilities and the like,
and to separate features, such as courses, seminars, practicum, and
field trips.
'Many ingenious methods were worked out for obtaining this evi-
dence. The standard quantitative technique is a rating, and many
varieties of rating forms appear in the reports. Most of them were
variations of graphic scales. As an example, enrollees were asked
to make checkmarks corresponding to their opinions on items like
the following:

Item

1. Lectures by staff

2. Lectures by consu Itants

Rating

21

f
2

In order to get more differentiated reactions to various aspects or
features of the institute, ranking methods were often used. Even
persons highly favorable toward the whole experience were thus
forced to distinguish between things they liked best about it and
things they liked less. In many instances both ratings and rank-
ings were usedratings to evaluate the overall level of response,
rankings to pick up distinctions between different features.

59
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Besides the numerical measures of attitudes, procedures designed
to elicit a freer sort of response were tried. In a few instances,
enrollees were asked to keep diaries from week to week. These often
reflected feelings about what was going on such as anxieties and mis-
givings, new insights and convictions. A wore commonly used
method was a variation of the incomplete sentences technique that
has proved so useful in the projective assessment of personality. A
blank would be prepared usirig items of the following type

1. The institute experience I valued most highly was
2. The most disturbing thing to me was ...........
8. I still feel a need for 4M' 'MI' ........ lea OM ND MID ME, Ma MD alb 11.1 1=0 IOW gip

Responses to such items can be rated by institute staff for general
positive attitude toward the experience, or they can be read primarily
for qualitative content, to facilitate an understanding of what each
enrollee's experience was like.

In one institute, enrollees discussed the institute in a session led
by an outsider. These discussions were tape recorded and analyzed.

Most of the appraisal plans included some method of analyzing
changes that occurred during the institute session. The most com-
mon technique was a comprehensive examination based on the mate-
rial presented in the courses, given at the beginning and again at the
end. An increase in score constituted a straightforward indication
that students had learned something from their experience.

The measurement of changes in attitudes and feelings about cotm-
soling is a more difficult task, but one considered to be highly impor-
tant by a number of institute director& No one method of such meas-
urement was used in a majority of the programs, but several ingenious
plans were tried out in individual situations. One obvious possibility
is to use a standardized test such as the Minnesota Teacher Attitude
Inventory on two occasions. Another is to repeat some of the rating
and ranking procedures outlined above.

In addition to these techniques, some new ones were adapted
from other areas of personality research. One of these is the Q-sort
procedure. Through an analysis of the way in which a subject sorts
into separate piles personality items that have been written on sepa-
rate cards, a picture of his self-concept is obtained. He can also be
asked to sort the items in such a w ay as to describe his ideal self.
When the sorting procedure is repeated at a later date, changes can
be analyzed, both in the subject's self-concept and in the degree of
resemblance between actual and ideal selves. This technique would
seem to have some promise for evaluating the kinds of changes an
institutelopes to facilitate.



Another interesting special technique is generally called a situa-
tional test, because the subject is asked to make his typical 'Response
to a standard situation with which --fie. is presented. In a common
paper-and-pencil fonn, each item consists of a few sentences spoken
by counstiee during a counseling interview. Space is left for the
counselor to write in what he would have said at this point. These
responses can be classified according to some predetermined system.
In one place, a test of this type was used in a research study of the
effects of institute experience. It indicated that there were statisti-
cally significant increases in the frequency of understanding re-
sponses, accompanied by decreases in the frequency of &valuating,
interpreting, supporting, and probitig responses. In this particular
institute, the first, half of the time ids "devoted to course work, the
last half to practicum. It is interesting to note that the major shift
in the nature of the responses enrollees made came during the course
work even before the practicum had started.'

In several places, attempts were made to assess changes in the
way counselors understood the counseling role. One technique was
to ask enrollees to make up time distribution sheets for counselor posi-
tions, and then to repeat the procedute when the institute was over.
Decreases occurred in the amounts of time assigned to peripheral ac-
tivities of a clerical and administrative nature; increases, in actual
counseling activities. One institute made use of a questionnaire about
who should handle problems of various sorts. Another used a special
questionnaire to reveal the respondent's perception of the counselor's
task.

In several places, attempts were made to evaluate changes in actual
counseling skills as well as in knowledge and attitudes. Ratings by
the staff and sometimes peer evaluations were used here. In one
institute 'a standardized interview situation was devised to measure
what enrollees actually did.

This descriptive account of appraisal procedures in the 50 institutes
can do little more than to give the reader some conception of how
diverse and interesting they were. Institute staffs were interested in
evaluating their work, and they tried out all sorts of ideas. The fact
that no two of them used exactly the same procedures makes it im-
possible to summarize in any but the most general terms what they
found. Two conclusions can be stated with certainty : The first is that
appraisals of institutes by enrollees were extremely favorable. The
modal response was one showing enthusiastic approval of programs
as a Am& and of most parts and aspects taken separately. The

I This sight indicate that counseling students pick up fairly easily the attitudes of their
teachers. Tlwy learn what they are expected to say.
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second general conclusion is that changes in knowledge, attitude, and
skill did occur. Wherever and however attempts were made to
measure them, significant differences between initial and final measures
were found.

These conclusions should not make one lose sight of the variability
of the appraisal data. Some enrollees regiltered very unfavorable
attitudes toward the experience they had undergone, even in situation
where almost everybody else described it in glowing terms. Some
institutes evoked less enthusiasm than others in the participants.
Some parts of the programs were rated considerably lower than
others. As one reads the reports, he begins to suspect that these un-
favorable ratings do not reflect discredit on the institute programs
where they occurred, but they do pose problems for ccacern.
particular institute, for example, where a good many of the enrollee
ratings were somewhat negative, had selected counselors from States
that constitute an underdeveloped area, so far as guidance is con-
owned, and then attempted to present course work that would show
them what professional training for counselors is really like. Many
of these enrollees did not meet the standards such courses sit and were
graded accordingly. The experience was undoubtedly painful for
Bonn individuals, but perhaps it was essential if improvements are to
come. In several other cases, differential evaluations of separate
parts of the program resulted in a more negative evaluation of the
measurement and statistics courses than of other parts of the program.
Yet it seems clear that in prestmt-day high schools, with ,their exten-
sive testing programs, this is mouths' knowledge for counselors,
whether they like it or not.

Furthennore, the feelings should not be ignored of those few in-
dividuals who were unhappy and extremely critical in situations that
were congenial and stimulating to the majority. We are tempted to
conclude that they do not belong in the counseling profession, but
we do not really know this. In the long run, either selection methods
should screen out such persons at the beginning, or training methods
allow them to progress in their own ways.

The amount and kind of appraisal that could be carried out while
institutes were in progress was necessarily limited. The real test of
their valne will be the accomplishments of the participants after they
return to their wii schools. Fortunately, followup procedures have
been planned for most if not all of the 50 institutes. In many cases
the enrollees themselves made these arregements before they sepa-
rated. It reflects their strong feeling that this was such an important
experience in their lives that they wished to make permanent the
friendships and the kinds of mutual stimulation they had learned to
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prize. In addition to this social and inspirational function, followup
plans in several places specifically provide for the collection of re-
search data. Tests and attitude measures used during or at the close
of the institute are to be repeated at various intervals to measure long-
term changes. Information of various sorts about counseling duties is
to be collected. These individual followup studies will be of great.
interest to all those who are concerned with counselor training.

Here, as in the other areas, some novel ideas about followup plans
have emerged. In one State, guidance programs in individual schools
are to be evaluated, according to a predetermined set. of standards, by
visiting committees made up of institute enrollees from other schools.
In some States, administrators in the school where enrollees serve will
be asked to make comments. Since title V (8) of the National Defense
Education Act does not provide for the use of any funds for research
purposes, such investigations of institute effects must necessarily be
the responsibility of the training institutions rather than of the Office
of Education. It is gratifying to find that research of this kind has
been considered in so many places.

There is one difficulty that arises in trying to draw firm conclusions
about the value of the short-term institutes. We cannot assess with
certainty the value of the outcomes without one or more control
groups comparison purposes. Two kinds of questions, then, are
apparent to any skeptic. First, are changes in institute enrollees
significantly greater than changes that occur in similar persons under-
going no special kind of educational experience during the same inter-
val! Second, are changes in institute enrollees significantly greater
than changes that occur in similar peisons registered in regular
summer session courses in counselor education ?

Though we must maintain some skepticism until long-range and
control group studies have been done, we need not hesitate to say that
the qualitative character of the institute experience was memorable.
The spontaneous statements of both enrollees and faculty members
testify to its unusual vividness. Many instructors remarked that while
they had never worked so hard at summer teaching jobs, they had
never enjoyed their work so much. The enrollee's eagerness to learn
met the instructor's eagerness to teach, and an exciting interchange
occurred.

In addition to the high ratings of institute programs and the
changes in imtitute participants, many directors took note of other
results.` Enrollees, besides adding to their knowledge and skill, and
changing their attitudes abbut many aspects of counseling and human
relations, became moreitiroffssional in their outlook. This was indi-
cated in a number of ways. Many of them worked out plans for fur-
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ther graduate training. 'They became aware of their limitations and
realized what,complete preparation for counseling would entail. Thus
for many the institute was just the beginning of a planned program
leading to a master's degree, State certification, or some other tangible
evidence of full professional status.

Many enrollees joined professional organizations on the national
or the State level, or both. A sense of professional identity as a
counselor develope51. The person formed a new image of himself and
his role, an image that could -be distinguished from that of the
teacher or of the school administrator. At\least one State guidance
association was revitalized as a result of the interek the enrollees
developed.

There were some other indirect effects that seemed to many institute
directors to be important, Guidance took on a new and more re-
spected meaning in the schools and in the communities from which
enrollees came. High school principals assigned counselors to half-
time counseling duties in plice of the period or two a day they had
previously been allowed for it. Physical facilities and administrative
arrangements were improved. Praciicum centers where high school
students were invited to come for counseling during the summer made
parents a$ well as teachers and school administrators aware of the
part counseling might, play in the efforts of boys and girls to formu-
late good plans for their lives. Newspaper stories in the hundreds of
towns and cities from which individual enrollees came brought guid-
ance to the attention of citizens who had never thought about it be-
fore. While it would be hard to assess in any accurate way this in-
direct impact of the institute program on attitudes in school and com-
munity, there are many indications that it was an important outcome.

Another indirect effect was on training institutions and their on-
going programs for training counselors. In many instances persons
from different university departments and from State offices of educa-
tion cooperated in a way they had not considered possible before.
Such cooperation tends to be maintained. Some of the techniques
that worked best in institute classes are applicable to all classes in
which the same subject matter is taught. The desire for further
training on the part of enrollees will almost certainly increase the
demand for summer session courses, apart from the institute program.
There is some indication that even in 1959 the publicity the institutes
received stimulated an unusual number of teachers to enroll volun-
tarily in guidance courses offered in the regular summer programs.
While we cannot assess this outcome with any accuracy, it may well
rank with the others in long-range significance.
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CHAPTER 11

Problems and Issues in Institute Operation

THE DIRECTORS AND FACULTY MEMBERS of short-term
institutes were confronted during the first season of the program

with certain persistent problems. The identification of the diffi-
culties and the thinking that was done about them should prepare later
faculties to handle them in the most satisfactory way possible. In
many cases, specific suggestions can be made.

The first of these problems is the wide variation in ability, back-
ground, and temperament that turned out to be present even in groups
that were expecte4 to be homogeneous. As has been explained in
chapter 8, special efforts were made to select, for any one institute,
enrollees who would not be too different from one another in level
of training. Courses were pitched at what the instructors thought
would be an appropriate difficulty level for the group. But again and
again the reports mention that the enrollees were far less alike than
had been expected. For instance, even in a group consisting entirely
of counselors with 5 to 10 years of experience, all of whom reported
from 10 to 20 semester hours of previous course cork in guidance,
there would be marked individual differences.

In places where tests were given at the beginning of the institute,
the extent of this range, of individual differences could be well docu-
mented. In one institute, a high level test of academic aptitude pro-
duced a distribution of scores ranging from the 5th to the 95th per-
centile on norms for graduate students. Such a difference in the
ability to understand abstract ideas and concepts is something an in-
structor cannot ignore. The student at the 5th -percentile point is
completely lost when he grapples with material which the 95th-per-
centile student grasps with ease.

Differences in just what kinds of things individual students already
knew also complicated the picture. Many training programs and
State certification plans allow a good deal of latitude for qualifying
training. It may be required, for example, that the person have on
his record 15 graduate semester hours chosen from a list of areas

66
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like the following: Principles of Guidance, Analysis of the Indi-
vidual, Occupational Information, Counseling Techniques, Organi-
zation and Administration of Guidance Programs, Supervised Ex-
perience, Statistics, Group Guidance. In such a program it is quite
possible for a person to become a certified counselor without ever
having taken any statistics or participateti in any supervised practi-
cum experience. As has been said in an earlier chapter, these were
the areas most often found to be deficient in institute enrollees, but
many other gaps also showed up. Some had missed all contact with
developmental psychology; some knew nothing about occupational
and educational information; some had missed entirely the wviologi-
cal aspects of guidance. Such gaps are especially likely to occur in
the programs ot persons whose professional education has been car-
ried on in sunimer school sessions spread over a considerable period
of time.

Add to these differences in general academic ability and in previ-
ous preparation the inevitable differences in temperament and values,
and a considerable amccnt, of diversity results As school people
who have struggled with this problem on all educational levels have
found again and again, really homogeneous grouping is impossible.
One can decrease the range of differences in a group but can never
abolish it

Several of the 1959 summer institutes tried to work out methods
for adapting instruction to individual difference& One method that
was used in a few places, ordinarily not feasible for a limited enroll-
ment, group organized as the institutes were, was to allow for some
choice of courses. Thus one person, unfamiliar with measurement
theory, could acquire this necessary knowledge while another was
studying the psychology of the gifted. Another way of4lealing with
variations in academic ability and knowledge was to organize differ-
ent, sections of the same course, in measurement and statistics, for
example, another technique, somewhat easier to incorporate in the
basic institute plan, was to arrange for individual reading and con-
ference sessions through which enrollees could be helped to fill in their
own particular gaps.

In view of the situation that was encountered during the fiist,
summer, it seems desirable to build some provisions for flexible group-
ing or individual study into the plans of institutes. It is perhaps
possible to improve selection procedures so that enrollees in any one
institute are more alike than they were in the 1959 sessions, but it
seems likely that there will always be differences that must be
considered if the objectives of the program are to be achieved.
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The second topic that has conw up for much consideration follow-
ing the 1959 institutes is enrollee motivation. Considered as a
whole, this was certainly no problem. One of the major strengths of
this educational undertaking was the high level of enthusiasm and
esprit de corps that. was attained. Institute directors identified many
reasonsthe constructive motives of many sorts that had led indi-
viduals to apply for the training in the first place; the siAection pro-
cedures that allowed each palm to feel that he was an important
individual ; the grmp,experienee the *Klea lism and same of migilion
that each felt as a part of a significant national undertaking; and the
enthusiasm and special effort that director and instructors put into
the program. The unusually high, level of motivation was an aspect
of the institutes moot commonly noted by staff and by enrollees in
their appraisals.

However, there were some exceptions. As explained before, in
almost every group there were a few persons who were unhappy about
the whole situation, and in some places there were enough of them to
pose a real problem. One possible reason for this was the stipend pro-
vision of the program, which had been of some conmrn at the outset,.
Would teachers apply simply in order to support themselves and their
families throughout the summer as easily and painlessly as possible!
It seems quite possible that this did happen in a few cases and that a
person expecting to enjoy a pleasant vacation in the halls of knowledge
was not able to reorient himself to the strenuous demands the situation
placed upon him. There were among inaitute directors some few who
recommended that stipends be drastically reduced in order to prevent
such occurrences, but they were an extreme minority. In general, the
motivational problems arising from the question of stipends were
much less troublesome than anticipated.

This may have been because the selection procedures used in many
places required from the applicant some statement of his motives in
applying. From such expressions of purpose, a distinction can usually
be made between peons who really desire the training and those who
do not. Naturally it can never be 100 percent accurate, but it works
fairly well. Other selection procedures, such as recommendations and
personal interviews, also helped to screen out the stipend seekers.

A more troublesome kind of case was the individual whose whole
personality seemed unsuited to counseling. In a ntunber of instances
it was found that certain enrollees; even some with a considerable
amount of previous experience and training, were too rigid, inflexible,
and defensive to gain anything from the institute experience. To such
a persce, the emphasis on growth and change congitubis a severe
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threat. Instead of exposing himself to it, he entrenches himself even
more firmly behind the walls he has built up.

Several kinds of suggetions for handling such situations have been
made. They fall into three main clasees. The fink is better screening
of applicants. It may be that a more extensive program of person-
ality teeing, including projective teas, would enable selection com-
mittees to identify micas of this kind ; but the qmstionable validity
of most such tests does not make for any certainty about this approach.
It is worth trying. The second type of suggeltion is that same pro-
vision be made for dropping enrollees who do not adapt well to the
initute aituatim. This would require changes in the standard pro-
cedures. It is doubtful whether there is at presmt enough support
to warrant making such changes. The third kind of suggestion, tried
on a mull scale in several places, is to provide more opportunity for

wtional learning or reorientation within the institute program itself.
This suggeitimi implies that the undesirable personality traits may
not be as impervious to change as they appear, and that even should
t hey turnout to be unshakable, the person can still be helped to change
his direction and to move into some educational area where they do not
constitute so great a handicap as in counseling. (One institute dim-
tor cited among his favorable outcomes the fact that one enrollee had
taken himself out of the cminseling profession entirely.) It seems
probable that several inaitutes in the future will try out different
ways of setting up self-oriented groups or individual interviews to
help enrollees deal with their own feelings. As yet it mutt be con-
cluded, however, that there is no real ccesensus about how to handle
the individuals whose personalities are obstacles to counseling success.

Another, less serious kind of motivational problem is cxnmonly
reported. Certain kinds of negative attitudes s,re generated by the
institute experience itself. An 4nrollee in courses that require him to
struggle with a bewildering succession of new ideas, and in a
prcticuin group where his counseling skills are being questioned,
analyzed and criticized may have his basic sense of adequacy severely
threatened. Competitive grading systems increase this effect. A con-
siderable amount of anxiety is natural in such a situation. How can
the person beet cope with it!

Resistance to change is na a monopoly of the rigid personalities
considered above. 411 of us feel it, especially when ideas and skills
of which we think we are sure are threatened. If growth is to occur, a
person must overconw such resitapoe, and this is pever easy.

Sometimes actual hostility arises even in basicilly nonhostile per-
sons and they themselves are more alarmed than others at its appear-
ance. Comments in institute reports would suggest, that such hostile
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attitudes were more likely to be directed against statistics and meas-
urement courses [and those who taught them] than against any other
part of the program. Perhaps some hostility toward things mathe-
matical is dormant in many people, ready to be aroused with a mini-
mum of stimulation.

It seems most important to recognize that these attitudes are part
of the growth experience itself. Attempts to minimize them by cutting
certain experiences out of the institute program would be ill advised.
Counselors do deed statistics, in our test-conscious world. The ex-
perience of listening to slaps- recorded interview, upsetting as it may
be, is worth whatever anxiety it arouses. What institute planners can
do, however, is to work out arrangements that will help staff and stu-
(twits deal with such feelings so that they do not get in the may of
progress. We have already mentioned the use of some kinds of group
meetings for this purpose. Such groups constitute a means of sharing
common experience and of drawing on one another's strength

A fourth type of problem commonly reported is much simpler to
deal with than are the first three enumerated. Generally, the insti-
tute programs turned out to be overly demanding for staff members,
requiring much more staff time than ordinary courses. Both
individual conferences and small group work necessitate small student-
staff ratios. To keep integrated the complex programs that character-
ized many institutes, it was necessary that instructors listen to each
other's lectures. Regular staff members needed to hear the contribu-
tions made by consultants if they were to help-students fit all the
pieces into a coherent whole. Furthermore, the planning of new
courses bringing together material from many sburms involved much
more preparation time than for regular cou

The obvious *rimer to this problem is to i crease the amount of
staff time available in the institutes. Fortunately there are no hard-
nd-fast rules about this in the policies with regard to institute con-
tracts. What is required is careful planning in the light of the first
year's experience. From now on it will not be recessry to rest esti-
mates of the staff needs on our experience with summer school pro-
grams that are not really similar to the institutes' programs. As
has been said before, however, it is not possible to report any one
student-staff ratio that would be appropriate for all institutes. The
goals, objectives, and particular program features differ so widely
that much variation must be expected. One other concrete suggestion
made by several directom was to increase the amount of clerical help.

A fifth kind of problem reported by some institute directors is that
the alrograms as originally set up were too demanding on the enrollees
and too rigid. Perhaps because of their awareness that students
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would receive stipends, planning committees tended to schedule some
activity for every hoiir of the day. They soon found that this left too
little free time for reading and studying, for conferences with staff
members, and for thinking and talking about ideas. Usually it was
possible to introduce a little more flexibility into the structure by
arbitrarily canceling some of the scheduled activities. A more satis-
factory solution for subsequent institutes would be to make the whole
program a little less ambitious. For this first year there was a ten-
dency to include too many objectivesmore than one could reason-
ably attempt, to accomplish in 6 or 8 weeks. It was a naturist error.
The counselors whom an institute was set up to serve probably needed
all the kinds of improvement included in the plan of operation. But
what should be remembered is that a person need not remedy all of
his deficiencies at once. A shift to less ambitious goals and It more
flexible plan of operation would not necessarily mean that less would
1* learned.

A sixth issue, discussed at some length by the directoni in their
postinstitute conference as well as in their technical reports, is the
place of, practicum experience in the total institute program. As ex-
plained in the previous chapter% 33 of the 50 institutes had made some
provision for supervised practice in counseling. In many of these
renters, staff and students were impressed with the importance of this
experience and recommended that it be given a larger place in sub-
sequent plans. Interestingly enough, in only one instance was recom-
mendation that a practicum be set up made by the director of an
institute that did not offer one. It is apparently the kind of experi-
ence one must engage in before he can see its value.

As wu mentioned earlier, there is far more unanimity among
directors about the desirability of counseling practice for advanced
than for beginning trainees. They recommend a supervisor-enrollee
ratio of 1: 5, and suggest arrangements permitting an enrollee to work
with several different supervisors. Recording equipment is essential,
one-way vision arrangements desirable. In settings where it is not
feasible to offer a counselipg practicum because of inadequacies in
enrollee preparation or scarcity of supervisors, other kinds of labora-
tory or prepracticum activities can be used to provide experience with
tests, occupational and educational information, and case studies and
records. Some kind of active practice enriches any didactic in.struc-
tionil program. As a group, institute directors approved of practi-
cum experience but had some misgivings abOut making it available
to enrollees at beginning levels of training.
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Sevq#1 other miscellaneaus problems were mentioned in one or
another of the directors' reports, having to do with planning difficul-
ties, the shortness of time, the scarcity of secretarial help, and the like.
Many directors would like to see long-term commitments, so that they
could colordinate the planning for the institutes with the planning for
regular sessions and summer sessions. They would also like to have
institute funds made available for use during this planning stage.
There is a definite limit to what can be done about such problems
within the framework of the NDEA law. Some frustration is per-
haps inevitable for the director who must work with both a Govern-
ment agency and a training institution. The things that can be
done to eliminate such problems will be done in subsequent years.
But it may be helpful to mention the frustrations in order to prepare
new directors to expect them.



CHAPTER 12

Some Larger Professional Issues

THE INSTITUTE PROGRAM raises some questions about which
the whole school counseling profession must need be concerned.

.'`The first of the is the problem of how guidance services in private
schools can best be improved. The institutes were designed for serv-
ice to all the schools, although the NDEA law does not permit the
payment of stipends to private school counselors attending the insti-
tutes. Places in each institute were reserved for private school
workers, and efforts were made to inform all schools in each area
served of their availability. The results, as indicated in table 3,
show plainly that this attempt to get private school counselors into the
program was almost completely unsuccessful. Since about 14 per-
cent, of American high school students are attending nonpublic
schools, we cannot, ignore this need that was not met by the insti-
tute program, at least, during its first, summer. Among those respon-
sible for planning there has been considerable discussion of this
problem, but as yet no solution has emerged.

The second professional problem is the integration of the institute
program with regular ongoing programs of counselor training and
certification. The offering of complete programs of counselor educa-
tion is recognized by the Office of Education as a continuing institu-
tional responsibility. The institutes program is to be viewed as
providing only a part of the total professional preparation of sec-
ondary school counselors. As explained in chapter 2, here as in other
areas of public education, only a small fraction of all counselor edu-
cation is financed by Federal funds. It is not remotely possible, even
if it were adiisable, that federally supported institutes will ever
carry the full of counselor education. The Policies and
Pleedurre8 Manual, published in September 1959, specifically makes
this point clear.

In pre. vious chapters we have called attention to positive effects
of institutes on regular training programs. Let us look now at some
of the possible negative effects. The most immediately obvious one
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is the competition for staff and facilities in a college where an insti-
tute is located. If the most outstanding faculty members and the
practicum space and equipment are assigned to the' institute, what
happens to the regular summer courses? While this is a potential
source of difficulty, there is no evidence that it caused any seriously
unfavorable effects during the first year. Institutes were most often
located in special quarters not ordinarily used for counselor training,
such as a fraternity house, a section of the student union, or a dor-
mitory. Extra practicum facilities were set up especially for the
institutes, and the necessary equipment, such as tape recorders, was
rented out of institute funds. Staff seemed adequate for this first
year. However, some faculty members were on split assignments
that do not appear to be altogether satisfactory for either the institute
or the regular summer session program.

Since it is the shortage of qualified staff that seems to be the most
likely focus of conflict, whatever can be done to solve this problem
will be a step in the right direction. Institute directors emphasize
the importance of awarding contracts to sponsoring institutions as
early as possible to permit long-range planning for all courses to
be offered. Some sort of clearinghouse for available counselor train-
ing personnel would be helpful. It seems possible that there are
faculty members in*many institutions who would be valuable addi-
tions to the summer institute staffs if their availability were known.
Perhaps the employment exchange of the American Personnel and
Guidance Association canmeet this need.

There was some concern at the outset of the institutes program
that enrollees might exaggerate the competence that one 6- or 8-week
session had given them. If they were to go back to their schools
and communities seeing themselves as "trained" counselors who
needed no further education for their tasks, the cause of professional
counseling would be ill served. As has been indicated in the last
chapter, this did not generally happen. One of the commonly re-
ported outcomes was that institute enrollees became more aware of
their training needs and planned further professional training.

What will need to be decided, when applications for admission to
subsequent institutes are being considered, is whether or not counsel-
ors should be permitted or encouraged to obtain further training in
an institute setting. Some directors argue strongly against allow-
ing any one person to attend more than one institute. They fear
that certain teacher-counselors may become professional institute-
goers rather than professional counselors. The stipend provision
makes this program more attractive than many other summer school
offerings. The warm, enthusiastic feeling most enrollees carried
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away from their experience in 1959 might well motivate them to
seek a similar experience in 1960. If this occurs, they are likely to
encounter some repetition of content and experience since there are
no provisions at presait for coordinating the programs of various
institutes to prevent this occurrence. Furthermore, by the repeated
attendance of previous enrollees at the institutes, plavis obviously
would not be available for new applicants who may need the training
more.

But there are important considerations on the other side of the
question also. As has been indicated, the 1959 summer institutes were
pitched at different levels, and emphasized different aspects of coun-
selor education. If we consider only the interest of an individual
teacher-counselor in obtaining the best possible training for his work,
we can see that he might well decide that it was to his advantage to
follow up his first year's experience with an advanced-level institute
program or (no that concentrated, for example, on testing. The coun-
seling program in his school and his community would be likely to
benefit from such a decision on his part. Also, some institute directors
and faculty members might oppose shard- and -fast policy. To limit
enrollees to those who have not previously attended an institute might
preclude the possiNlity that a few "experienced" enrollees would con-
tribute valuable iiinformal leadership in institute group activities that
play such an important part in the learning process.

Because of thew% different considerations there can be no general
policy about reathrilfsionit, and each individual director and selection
committee are now free)to set up such a policy if they wish. It can be
done entirely on an individual basis. Application blanks can include
one or more questions about the applicant's previous institute ex-
perience. Announcements can state clearly enough the objectives and
program of each institute so that prospective applicants can judge
whether or not the institute is different from the one they have
formerly attended. The ultimate responsibility lies with the person or
group that selects the enrollees. It is for them to judge the suitability
of each applicant for the program that is planned.

Still another aspect of, the large problem of integrating institute
programs with the rest of counselor education is the question of what
to do about the almoi3t completely untrained counselors who are now
holding down counseling jobs in many high schools. It has been a
common procedure for an administrator to assign a teacher to part-
time counseling duties, whether or not the person had any training for
the task or even any interest in doing it. The most seriously deficient
of these teacher-counselors are persons not usually reached by any
training program. They simply do not know enough about the guid-

.--A
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ance field to realize that they have any deficiencies. Consequently they
do not seek to overcome them. The question arises : Can institutes help
here I Furthermore, is it really to the advantage of the counseling
profession, from a long-range point of view, to give minimal training
to relatively unmotivated people who are not likely to supplement it
on their own initiative?

This question needs further consideration. The 1959 experience
has little bearing on it because the selection criteria set up for these
institutes drew in men and women who had some real interest in be-
coming counselors, even though they had not had much previous
training. It may be that some institutes will wish to try out special
programs to see what can be accomplished in changing the attitudes
of teachers in counseling positions who have no particular desire for
improvement. Among professional workers there would be more gen-
eral support, however, for a policy of trying gradually to replace such
persons with well-trained professionals.'

For the group of well-motivated enrollees at beginning levels of
preparation, for whom several of the 1959 institutes were specifically
designed, some specific recommendations for programs can now be
made. Institute directors, in discussing this matter, formulated the
objectives of the basic level program as follows:

1. It should attempt to give an understanding of the basic guidance principlesand services in order that participants, upon returning to their schools, canclearly indicate to the secondary school administration and staff the meaningof a full program of guidance.

2. Trainees must be made aware of their own limitations and needs forfurther training and tlhould be encouraged to continue on to the master's ()epee.
IL The brepftration in basic institutes should prepare participapts primarilyto work under the superviidon of professional counselors. They should realizethat they need two or more 8- to 10-tweek summer sessions before they ate fully

qualified as school counselors.

The problem of so-called counselors with no training for their work
leads directly to the third of the piofessional issues that arise as a
result of the institute experience. This is the ambiguity with regard to
the meaning of "guidance" and "counseling," which often leads to fail-
ures in communication when plans for secondary school programs are
being formulated. The sharpest conflict here is that between the con-
cept 44 the,counselor's sole generally held by professional counselors
and counselor educators, and the concept often held by school adminis-
trators. The administrator is the person who makes the decisions as
to how much time will be allowed for guidance activities, and who
will b, assigned to them. If he sees a counselor as a person whodm*: attendance, handles minor discipline problems, and registers
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students in courses according to established rules, he will be unlikely
to select highly trained persons for the task or to arrange for them to
have adequate time and facilities. Lack of understanding of what a
counselor's role is can appear in other quarters alsoamong teachers,
students, or the students'0arepts. These all involve important prob-
lems of communication, but misunderstanding on the part of adminis-
trators is more .serious than the others because it may prevent, the
development of anything that can be called a real counseling program.

This issue was discussed again and again in most of the institutes.
Administrators per se are not eligible to enroll in institutes. Several
institutes worked out tovel plans for producing some sort of liaison
between enrollees and the administtors with whom they would be
working. One such plan was to hold a 1-day conference with school
administrators. Each enrollee invited one or two persons from his
own school system. Another plan was for the institute director to
send a letter at the close of the institute to the administrator to whom
each enrollee would be responsible. The director explained what the
counselor, had accomplished through his institute course and prac-
ticum work and what he would be trying to do when he returned to
his own duties. It was planned that a second letter would be sent at
a later date to each of these administrators asking for reactions to
what had been accomplished by the counselors. Many attempts were
made elsewhere in a lees formal way to bring counselors and ad-
ministrators together.

It is undoubtedly true that the problems growing out of conflicts
about the role 'of the counselor in the school will need to be solved
mainly through other than institute channels. State certification pro-
grams play a large part here. The inclusion of material on the
philosophy and functions of school guidance programs as part of the
special training for administrative positions will lead to improved
understanding. All that the institutes can hope to do in this respect
is to make the most of whatever opportunities they have lor facilitat-
ing communication and promoting better understanding. The wide
publicity the National Defense Education Act has received should
help familiarize people with at least one part of the counselor's duty
identifying the abilities of each individual student and encouraging
him to make the most of them.

Before one can really define the 'role of the counselor, it will be
necessary to clarify the roles of all workers who make up guidance
staffs. It may be desirable to replace the ambiguous word "guidance"
with the clearer term "pupil personnel work." When we know hat
kinds of service need to be included in such programs, and have d$3-

ttk
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sided "who does what,". we shall be in a better position to define the
meaning of "counseling."'

Some observers of current trends detect, another problem in the
offing. Will the emphasis on high ability students tend to produce in
the public mind and in the minds of counselors themselves a distorted
picture of what their job is? It would indeed be unfortunate if coun-
selors limited their efforts to the task of motivating above-average
students to to to college. It would be doubly unfortunate if coun-
selors were evaluated according to how successfully they accompliOed
this task. If this were the case, a counselor who sent 80 percent of his
eligible counselees to college might be rated higher than one who could
only induce 66 percent to go.

There is noihing in the ND.14A legislation itself that would lead
directly to such an outcome. -It will turn out to be a danger only if
we let it happen. But. it is well for persons in the counseling piofes-
sion to be aware that this is a poible misconception they may en-
count0. There is no difference in philosophy and latitude between
counseling for the gifted and counseling for the average or retarded,
but, somewhat, different kinds of knowledge and skill are involved.
We are interested in facilitating the 4evelopment.,of all individuals,
and in seeing that all kinds-of talents are utilized. We are interested
in doing this through a process that leads to voluntary choices, not
throngh pressure and coercion. As indicated. at the beginning of this
report, the National Defense Education Act makes it. possible to pro-
vide counseling service to a group that is likely to be slight where
counselors are scarce and problems are acute. It should broaden the
scope of counseling activity in secondary schools, but should not
change its basic purpose.

I The American Psychological Association now has a committee on Relations betweenPsychology and Education. A subcommittee is considering the training of pupil person-nel services staff. The report of this subcommittee dated Aug. 14, 1958, contains an ex-cellent outline of pupil personnel activities.

d
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CHAPTER 13

Recommendations
a

THROI.GHOI7T THIS REPORT an attempt: has been made to
A translate experience obtained in the 1959 summer institutes into
suggestions for their improvement in subsequent. yeam. We shall sum
up here recommendations that apply particularly to the planning of
fut4re institutes. They rare directed Moth to representatives of train-
ing institutions who are formulating institute propels and to repre-
sentatives of the U.S. Office of Education who determine policy and
help institutions transform their propmalsinto plans of operation.

First, contracts for institutes should be awarded as early as possible.
Every effort, should be made to close these contracts by January 1 of
the year the summer institute is to be held, or.even earlier if possible.

Second, training institutions should place special emphasis on the
first stage of the process of contract negotiation, the determination of
med8. Every effort should be made to find out the most salient. needs
of an area, and the proposals submitted should show how these needs
have been determined.

Third, training institutions should attempt to limit, the number and,
scope of their objectives as appropriate for a short session. Fewer
courses should be offered and more time allowed for each. A lower
student-staff ratio than is usually required for college courses should
be maintained.

Fourth, adequate provision for individual differences should be
made by introducing's°.me flexibility into institute programs.

Fifth, a standard application blank should.be prepared foisthe use
of all the institutes. It should include the items by which eligibility is
determined, and the other items that all or most. of -the 1959 institutes
found useful. k each locality, this can be supplemented by whatever
additional infoimation the local committee wishes to use as a basis for
selectiori.

Sixth, a resource file of materials and forms used in the different in-
stitutes sliould be set up in a central place. Much of this material is
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included in the final reports of the directors of the 1959 summer in-
stitute& The reports include objective test items, appraisal forms,
reading lists, and many other specific material& It would be an ad-
vantage to institute directors to have access to the materials.

Seventh, attention should be directed each year to the geographicR1
distribution of institutes and the enrollees they serve so that inequities
appearing in any one year's distribution can be corrected in the next.

Eighth, special attention should be given to the kinds of knowledge
and experience that will equip enrollees for counseling able students.
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(Reprinted below in the language of the National Defense Education Actof 1M8 are the "Findings and Declaration of Policy" of the Congress from
Title I, and Title V in its entirety.)

TITLE IGENERAL PROVISIONS

FINDINGS AND DECLARATION OF POLICY
SKe . 101. The Congress hereby finds and declares that the security of the

Nation requires the fullest development of the mental resources and technical
skills of its young men and women. The present emergency demands that addi-tional and more adequate educational opportunities be made available. The
defense of this Nation depends upon the mastery of modern techniques devel-oped from complex scientific principle#_ It depends as well upon the discovery
and development' of new principle., new techniques, and new knowledge.

We mist increase our efforts to identify and educate more of the talent of
our Nation. This requires programs that will give assurance that no student of
ability will be denied an opphrtunity for higher education because of financial
need; will correct as rapidly as possible the existing imbalances in our educa-
tional programs which have led to an ilsufficient proportion of our population
educated in science, mathematics, and modern foreign languages and trained
in technology. tr

The Congress reaffirms the principle and declares that the States and local
mnumunities have and must retain control over and primary responsibility forpublic education. The national interest requires, however, that the Federal
Government give assistance to education for programs which are important toour defense.

To meet the present educational emergency requires additional effort at alllevels of government. It is therefore the purposer4Of this Act to provide sub-stantial assistance in various forms to indixiduals, and to States and their
subdiVisiona, in order to insure trained manpower of sufficient quality andquantity to meet the national defense needs of the United States.

TITLE V---GUIDANCE, COUNSELING, AND TEEMNG IDENTIFICATION
AND ENCOURAGEMENT OF ABLE STUDENTS

Part AState Programs
APPROPRIATIONS AUTHORIZED

Sze. 501. There are heist)) authorised to be appropriated $15,000,000 forthe lineal year ending Jul* 30, 1959, wand for each of the three succeeding fiscal
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years, for making grants to State educational agencies under this part to assist
them to establish and maintain programs of testing and guidance and counseling.

ALLOTMENTS TO STATES

SEC. 502. From the sums appropriated mrsuant to section 501 for any fiscal
year the Commissioner shall reserve such amount, but not in excess of 2 per
cent-urn thereof, as be may determine for allotmeitt as provided in section 1008.
From the remainder of such sums the Commissioner shall allot to each State an
amount which bears the same ratio to the amount of such remainder as the
school-age population of such State bears to the total of the school-age popu-
lations of all the States. The amount allotted to any State under the pre-
ceding sentence for any fiscal year which is less than $20,000 shall be increased
to $20,000, the total of increases thereby required being derived by proportion-
ately reducing the amount allotted to each of the remaining States under
the preceding sentence, but with such adjustments as may be necessary to
prevent the allotment of iintv such remaining States from being thereby reduced
to less than $20,000.

STATE PLANS

Sec. 503. (a) Any State which desires to receive payments under this part
shall submit to the Commissioner, through its State educational agency, a State
plan which meets the requirements of section 1004 ( a ) and sets forth

(1) a program for testing students in the public secondary schools,
and if authorized by law in other secondary schools, of such State to iden-
tify students with outstanding aptitudes and ability, and the-means of test-
ing which will be utilized in carrying out such program ; and

(2) a program of guidance and counseling in the public secondary
schools of such State (A) to advise students of courses of study best suited
to their ability, aptitudes, and skills, and (B) to encourage students with
outstanding aptitudes and ability to complete their secondary school edu-
eatim, take the necessary courses for admission to institutions of higher
education, and enter such institutions_

(b) Th Commissioner shall approve any State plan and any modification
thereof which complies with the provisions of subsection (a) .

PAYMENTS TO STATES

Ste. 504. (a) Payment under this part shall be made to those State educa-
tional agencies which administer plans approved under section' 503. For the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1959, such payments shall equal the amount ex-
pended by the State in carrying out its State plan, and for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1960, and for each of the two succeeding fiscal years, such payments
shall equal one-half of the amount so expended ; except that no State educational
agency shall receive payment under this part for any fiscal year in excess of
that State's allotment for that fiscal year as determined under section 502.

(b) In any State,. which has a State plan approved under section 503 and in
which the State educational agency is not authorized by law to make payments
tali cover the cost of testing st-4dents in any one or more secondary schools in
such State to determine student abilities and aptitudes, the Commissioner shall
arrange for the testing of such students and shall pay the cost thereof for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1959, and one-half of the cost thereof for any of the
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three succeeding fiscal years out of such State's allotment. Testing of stu-
dents pursuant to this subsection ahall, so far as practicable, be comparable
to, and be done at the same grade levels and under the same conditions as in
the ease of, testing of students in public schools under the State plan.

Part B-- Counseling and Guidance Training Institutes

AUTHORIZATION

Sic. 511. There are hereby at thorised to be appropriated $6,260,000 for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1959, and ,250,000 for each of the three sue-
reeding fiscal years, to tmaNe the Commissioner to arrange, by contracts with
institutions of higher education, for the operation by them of short-term or regu-
lar session institutes for the provision of training to Improve the qualifications of
persminel engaged in counseling and guidance of students in secondary schools,
or teachers in such schools preparing to engage in such counseling and guid-
ance. Each individual engaged or preparing to engage in counseling and
guidance in a public secondary school, who attends an institute operated under
the provisions of this part, shall be eligible (after application therefor) to re-
ceive a stipend at the rate of $T5 per week for the period a his attendance at
such institute, 1n41 each such individual with one or more dependents shall
receive an additional stipend at the rate of $15 per week for each such dependent
for the period of such attendance.
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Budget Bureau No 51-6814

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
Office of Education

COUNSELING AM) GUIDANCE TRAINING INFrrircrEs REGISTRY
FORM

A Mime or unirersity wishing to be considered for the award of a contract
under the authority at Title V, Part B, of the National Def-ense Edwiation Act
of 105Ft P. L f45---804. should complete and submit this form to the Of Bee of
Education, Department of Health. Education, and Welfare, Washington 2A,

D.C., using the enclosed envelope which requires no postage.
The submisidon of this form does not constitute an obligation on the part

of either the institution submitting it or the U.S. Commissioner of Edwation.
A description of the counseling and guidance training institutes program ig

;Oren in the enclosed brochure. A copy of the Act was sent to all institutions
in September.

If, in response to Item 5 of the brochurtb, any of the itiformation requested
has already been submitted, do not duplicate it, but refer to that fart. If no
proposal ham been submitted in response to Item 5 of the brochure, it is suggested
that no information furnished in connection with this form be incorporated
in such a proposal. The information rmnested in items 1-6 below is con-
sidered to be all that is neressary at this time. In order to register an interest
in having an institute, It is not necessary to make a proposal in response to
Item 5 of the brochure if this registry form is submitted.

1110.=111111INIMMENIIIIM.111

1. Name of institution
Addreaa

(City) (Zone) (State)
2. Official with whom negotiations concerning institutes would be condwted :

Name
Title or academic rank
School or college

8. Give the _approximate number of students now enrolled as majors, and am
minors, in integrated programs of study designed to prepare for work in the
field of counseling and guidance in itecondary schools.

Su Ate

Total

Malan Minors

84
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4 of re Ow number of degreeit a wa rded In the a cad eittic year 1957S8 with a

major, and with a minor, in counseling and guidance in sei_gftiondary schools

I1MI...O.,

.0-.11.111111,

Ph Rd D docuirst.
pe vt*) , or sicathir a-riez gruiluatv
deigrtie

NI A M or sim--Jar dsgra

?Atom

5. On separate *beets, list the faculty who might be available for service In in-
stitutel and any other professional personnel who [Hight be employed for the
Pulivo.e. Give the name., title or *cadmic rank, and Qualifications of each
person. Under quallfleittictris eomtneut briefly ou educational ha d,
areas of specialised training and achiennnent and the maw* and extent
of experience in the field of conxtselineg and guidance, including particular
reference to experience in institute wograins. _In the ease of a persan not now
on the faculty, furnish information about his present position.

6 on rate sheet*. describe suedactly the phyisical facilities afforded by
your institution for the conduct of institutes. Comment upon aids to instruc-
tion, such as library, la tx)ra tory, and demonstra tl Will ties ; upon st Went
facilities, awl' as dormitories, dining halls., and available c-laasroorus ; and
upon any other facility or resource of the institution which could be made
available to make acs institute serve its purpose effectirety.
Signed :

(stirn*:* c tar president. or similar (Date)ornclat. or his authorised repretientAttre)



APPENDIX C

SELECTED TIME SCIIEWULES REPRESENTATIVE OF INSTITUTE
ACTIVITIES

1. An Institute Program DtAign and Time Distribution for
6 Weeks

2. A Schedule of Learning Activities in One Institute:
A. First Week.
B. Third Week.

3. Typical Week of Practicum in One Institute :
A. Supervisor With Enrollee Group.
B. Activities of One Enrollee.

L AN INSTITUTE PROGRAM DESIGN AND TIME DISTRI-
BUTION FOR SIX WEEKS

THE PSYCHOLOGY AND SOCIOLOGY OF ABLE STUDENTS
(One period a day, 4 days a week. Total class time: 24 hours)

PROCEDURES FOR COUNSELING ABLE STUDENTS
(1% periods a day, 4 days a week. Total class time: 36 hours)

USE OF TESTS AND INVENTORIES IN COUNSELING ABLE
STUDENTS

(11 periods a day, 4 days a week. Total class time: 36 hours)

DEMONSTRATIONS, FIELD OBSERVATIONS, INDIVIDUAL
STUDENT-STAFF CONFERENCES, SPECIAL RESOURCE

PERSONNEL
(Four periods, 1 day a week. Total time: 24 hours)

PREPARATION
FOR COUNSELING
(3 periods a day for

the 1st week.
Total time: 15
hours)

COUNSELING PRAC-
TICE WITH INDI-
VIDUAL HIGH
SCHOOL STU-
DENTS, INCLUD-
ING STUDENT-
SUPERVISOR SEM-
INAR

(3 periods a day for 4%
weeks. Total time:
66 hours)

GROUP EVALUA-
TION OF CON-
FERENCES

(3 periods a day for
the last 3 days.
Total time: 9
hours)
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2. SCHEDULE OF LEARNING ACTIVITIES IN ONE INSTI-
TUTE

A. First Week

Time

9.00

10:30

roo

1:00

2:30

to
4:00

Monday

Opening State-
ments, General
Institute As-
signments, and
Qiscussion of
Plan of Learn-
ing Activities.

Introductioh of
Problems of
Individual
Inven tory .

Tuesday

Talented Stu-
dents and the
School's Ob-
jectives.

Scope of Stu-
dent Person-
nel Services.

Luncheon Meet-
ing With Con-
sultants and
College Admin-
istrators.

Organization
of

Work Committees
on

Test Data

Wednesday

The Use of
Standardized
Testing and
of Identifica-
tion of the
Talent"i.

The Meaning
of Ability.

NOON

Thursday

The Functions.of
High School
Guidance Serv-
ices as Related
to Problems of
the Talented.

The Development
of Plans for
Reporting Com-
mittee Work on
Standardized
Testing.

Friday

Socioeconomic
Data and Tal-
ented Youth and
Committee
Ateignments.

Summary of
Week's Work
and Discussion
of Specific Plans
for the Follow-
ing Week.

Critique on Test Administration and
Scoring. (Small Committee)

Committee W ork on Standardized Test Results

Participants Practice lit Test Administration
and Scoring

Strong V1111-Men Kuder A MM PI

Committee Work
on

Standardized
Test Results

and
Committee Work

bn

Socioeconomic
Data
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B. Third Week

Tin* Monday

Assignments due
..mlow

9:00 Occupatkmal In-
fortnatlon as
a Supporting
Service.

10:30 Committee Re-
ports on Stand-
ardised Test
Results.

12:00

1:00
to
4:00

..11

NOON

Critique on Test
Administration
and' Scoring

I (Small Com-
niittee) .

Small Commit-
tee Work on
Sockneonomic
Data

Individual and
Group Work
on Docu-
mented Piper

Tuesday

Panel D-
s km On Rat-
ing and Reli-
ability el
Socioeccmom-
ic Data.

Occupatimal
Informatim.

Wednesday

Panel Of Gifted
studtmts on
Adequacy c4
Eduction
Opportunities
and Cmunel-
ing Program.
STAFF

...ri
Panel Discus-

sion on Bodo-

DataDevel-
opment of
Norms and
Interpreta-
tion.

Informal Lunch
eon of panic-
ipants
Millar Kim-
met school
students from
oounselor
training

Demonstratim
Competing,
1-way Screen,
Psych. Lab.

Taping of
Counsetim
Interviews by
Participants

Individual and
Snail Group
Work on
Docummted
Papers

Thursday

Octet patkmal
Informatkm.

1

The Development
and 1.19e of
Low Narms
on Standardised
TeeLs.

Demonstration
Couweling,
1-way Screen,
Psych. Lab.

Tspinif
Counseling
Interviews by
Participants

Critique on Test
Administraticm
and Bearing.
(Small Com-
mittee) 10

Friday

Documnted paw
due

Panel Discusskin
Relatimship
Between Socio-
eaoncank Data
and Pattenis
Ability and
Achievement.

Summary of Worts
Work and Dix-
conical of
Specific Plasm
for the Folkm-
ling Week.

NOON

Critiques of Taped
Interviews

STAFF
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3. TYPICAL WEEK OF PRACTICUM IN ONE INSTITUTE

A. Supervisor With An Enrollee Group
Time

A to 9

9 to 10 ..

)0 ic II .

11 to 12

I to 2.

Atte:-
DOM
and
ere-
n114.

Criticise tape
with individual
counselor only

Observe emu-
sdor 1-Iray.

Criticise thvid-
.ual tips

Critichk-
tap(

Individual was-
hroom.

111 prevention

'rowdily

Critidae htdivid-uar tape with
whole group.

Critksise group
asps).

Criticise group
(tape).

erfticise individ-
ual taps

°Norte coun-
selor 1-way
video roon3.
ividual and group

Wednesday

Time

Sto9_...

9to 10_..

10 to 11

I I to 12_ _

1 to 2.

After-
DOM.

M comity

Listen to own
tape by self.

Ostmsel (observed
by

d othsupery
isor

and in

ineurasenotes_

Evaluate own-
selee's tests.

Arrame kir coon-
sethie testing.

Observe own-
odor thromb
1-way win-
dow, with

Cr= group
tape).

C (est. group
(1Pe)

Criticise indi-
vidual tape.

Individual COD-
WOW.

Thursday

Individual eon-
femme.

Critidie group
(ape)

Criticise group
(tape).

Observe coun-
selor 1-way.

Individual con-

Friday

Criticise tape
with tot ivid-
nal oounselor
only.

Criticize indi-
vidual tape.

Observe coun-
selor 1-way.

Criticise indi-
vidual tape.

Individual con-
lerence.

supervisory sessions, listen by self to tapes oounseb3remade

B. Activities'of One Enrollee

Tuesday

Critidee 1 per-
son`s ism with
practicum
group (ouPer-
Tiled) -

Same as above. ..

&MS as above...

Observe counsel-
ing dons by an-
other group
member.

session

of interview ob-
served above
(wttla group and
observed cotms.).

Wednesday

Same as Tues-
day.

Same as above..

Observe coun-
seling of an-
other group
member_

Visit school of
counsake for
further inky-
mation.

Rehretwe read-
ing.

Thursday

Motion ideture
on counseling.

Critkise 1 per-
son'S t&P.
witsuptryreisli

Same as above..

Listen to tape=not
Amu*e inky-

make about
college or oc-
cupations for
counseles

Friday

Listen to tape in
group, not
with tower-
visor.

Usten to own
taps

Supervisory
interview
with print.
supervisor.,

Listen to tape in

supervised.

(Didactic work
starts at this
hour on Fri-
day.)

In didactic sequence



APPENDIX D

Institutions Spewing Coomsekg and Milano Trebling Instftess, Sommer of 1
Showlm fa Each the Location, Duration, Academic Croat To Be Earned, and the
INrector

ALABAMA

University of Alabama (University), June 8-August 21; 6 semester hours;Dr. Ralph M. Roberts.

ARIZONA

...Arizona State University (Tempe), June R-Jilly 11 ; 6 semester hours;Dr. Sandford S. Davis.

Csurogrrilt

University of California (Berkeley), June 18-August 28 ; 8 semester hours;Dr. Clifford P. Froehlich.
University of Southern California (Los Angeles), June 29-August 7; 6semester hours ; Dr. Earl F. Carnes.

COLORADO

University of Denver (Denver), June 15-July 17 ; 7IA quarter hours;Dr. Harry R. Moore.

CONNECTICUT

University of Connecticut (Storrs), June 29-August 7 ; 6 semester hours;Dr. Edward A. Alms.

Dramtwatia

University of Delaware (Newark), June 22-July 31; 6 semester hours;Dr. Wilfred A. Pemberton.

DISTRICT OF COLUM BI

George "'Washington University ( Washington, D.C.) , July 6-August 14 ; 6semester hours ; Dr. Mitchell Dreese.

FLORIDA

University of Florida (Gainesville), June 15-August 8; 6 to 9 semesterhours ; Dr. Ted Landsman.

GEORGIA

Atlanta University (Atlanta), June 8-July 17; 6 semester hours; Dr.Paul I. Clifford.

90
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Loyola University (Chicago), June 2g-August 8; 6 semester hours ; Dr.
Robert C. Niro lay.

Northwestern University (Evanston), June 22-August 1; 9 quarter hours;Dr. Frank S. Endicott.
University of Illinois (Urbana), June 15-August .8; 8 semester hours;Dr. Fred C. Proff.

Purdue University (IAfayette), June S-Jul7 31 ; 9 semester hours ; Dr.
Lee E. Isaacson.

State University of Iowa (Iowa City), June 17-August 12; 8 semesterhours ; Dr. Kenneth 13. Hoyt.

Kansas State College of Pittsburg ( Pittsburg) , June 8-J my 17 ; 6, semesterhours ; Dr. Emory G. Kennedy.
University of Kansas ( Lawrence) June 4-August 1; 8 semester hours;Dr. E. Gordon Collister.

University of Kentucky (Lexington), June S-July 31 ;. 6 semester hours;Dr. Marion R. Trabue.

Louisiana State University and Agricultural and Mechanical College(Baton Rouge), %lune 4-July 29; 6 semester hours; Dr. Russell E.
Helmick.

University of Maryland (College Park), June 22-July 31 ; 6 semesterhours ; Dr. Richard H.pyrne.

MAINACHUSILTT8

Boston University (Boston) , July 13-August 21 ; 9 semester hours ; Dr.Dugald S. Arbuckle.

Michigan State University of Agriculture and Applied Science (East Lan-sing) , August 3-September 4; 9 quarter hours ; Dr. Walter F. Johnson.Wayne State University ( Detroit) , June 22-August 14 ; 8 semester hours;Dr. William Evraiff.

University of Minnesota (Minneapolis) , June 15-July 18 ; 9 quarter hours;Dr. Willis E. Dugan.
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rasousx

University of Missouri (Columbia), June 15-August 7; 8 semester hours;
Dr. John L Ferguson.

MONTANA

Montana State University (Missoula), June 22-August 14 ; 12 quarter hours:
Dr. Robert E. Gorulan.

Nitw JIMMY

Rutgers, The State University ( New Brunswick ) , June 2A-August T ; 6
semester hours ; Dr. C. Winfield Scott.

Nsw YoiK

College of the City of New York, I New York ) , July 1-August 7 ; 6 semester
hours ; Dr. Dorothy Pa vis

New York University (New York), July 6-July 31 ; 6 semester hours; 1)r.
Milton Schwebel.

Syracuse University (Syracuse), July 27-September 4 ; 6 semestei. hours;
Dr. Wilbert J. Dipboye.

NCHITH CAROLINA*

State College of Agriculture and Engineering (Raleigh) , June $-J my 17;
6 semester hours ; Dr. Roy N. Anderson.

NORTH DAKOTA

University of North' Dakota (Grand Forks), June 15-August 8; 8 semester
hours; Dr. Paul F. Munger..

OHIO

The Ohio State University (Columbus), 3une 22-August 14; 10 quarter
hours ; Dr. Herman J. Peters.

University of Toledo (Toledo), July 20-August 28; 7 semester hours; Dr.
Robert L Gibson.

OKLAHOMA

Oklahoma State University of Agriculture and Applied Science (Stillwater),
June 8-August 7 ; 9 semester hours ; Dr. Harry K. Brobst.

Oluosos

Oregon State System of Higher Education (Portland), June 22-August 14;
12 quarter hours ; Dr. Daniel W: Fullmer.

PKNNSTLVANLI

The Pthnnsylvania State University (University Park), June 20-August 7;semester hours ; Dr. George R. Hudson.
Temple University (Philadelphia) , June 20-August 7; 6 semester hours ;Dr. Roy B. Hackman.
University of Pittsburgh ( Pittsburgh) , June 22-August 14 ;* 8 semester hours ;Dr. George L Fahey.
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PvuTo Rico

93

to of Puerto Rico - (Rio Piedras) , June 15-July 31 ; 7 molest?,
hours; Dr. Augusto Bobonis.

trrn CAROL IN A

Pniversity of South Carolina (Columbia)), June 8-July 17 ; 6 semester hours;
Dr. William W. Savage.

TIN 74 £S811:1

University of Tennessee (Knoxville). June 15-August 21 ; 15 quarter hours;
Dr. Lawrence M. DeRidder.

TILIAS

Texas Technological College (Lubbock) , June 1-July 11 ; 6 semester hours,
I)r. A. Beatrix Cobb.

University of Houston (Houston), June 3-July 14 ; 6 semester hours; Dr.
Frank L Stovall.

l'niversity of Texas .( Austin ), June 22-August 14 ; 9 'semester hours; I)r.
Royal B. Embree, Jr.

UTAH

niversity of Utah ( Salt Lake City) , June 15-August 7; 13 quarter hours;
Dr. Phelou J. Malouf.

WASliumroN

Washington State University (Pullman), June 15-August 7; 10 semester
hours ; Dr. William P. McDougall.

Wf8T VIRGINIA

Marshall College (Huntington), Jttne 8-July 17; 6 semester hours; Dr.
Clarke F. Hess.

W iecON ars

Marquette University (Milwaukee), June 22-August 14 ; $ semester hours;
Dr. Raymond J. McCall.

WYOMING
4

Univerigty of Wyoming (Laramie), June 15-August 21 ; 10 semester hours;
Dr. Lyle L. Miller.


